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Abstract
Abstract

The gravity recovery and climate experiment (grace) mission has successfully

used the inter-satellite ranging technology to determine the time-variable gravity
field of the earth. After staying in orbit for more than 15 years, the mission has
been decommissioned in october 2017. However, the requirements to meet the
grace baseline accuracy have not yet been achieved due to the presence of various
error sources. One of the major sources partially is mis-modeled errors of the sensor
observations. Such errors can be seen in the post-fit range-rate residuals. Our goal
is to understand the errors in the range-rate observations and analyze the corresponding residuals to identify mis-modeled sensor errors. Specifically, an analysis
of the attitude, ranging and accelerometry errors in the grace satellite observations and in the corresponding range-rate residuals is presented. By analyzing the
range-rate residuals the knowledge of systematic effects of the sensors affecting the
measurements are gained.
In this work, it is shown that the range-rate residuals are highly dominated by
high frequency (>20 mhz) system noise. In particular, phase errors of the k-band
frequencies of both spacecraft lead to the noise in the high frequencies of the rangerate residuals. The error contribution due to such effects may reach up to 30 % of
the total error. Further, while analyzing the range-rate residuals, it has been found
that the highest attitude error contributors in the range-rate observations are the
range-rate antenna phase center offset corrections. The contribution of those attitude errors can be as high as 25 % of the total error. The analysis of low frequency
residuals (≈ 1 cpr to 30 cpr) shows the dominance of instrument temperature fluctuations, satellite maneuvers dependent errors and errors due to spacecraft shadow
transitions propagated via the accelerometers. Range-rate residuals in these frequencies also contain a considerable amount of errors of the geophysical background
models and of the attitude. As the range-rate residuals are dominated by systematic errors from the sensors, there is still a scope of improvement in the modeling of
observation noise and in the instrument re-calibration approaches in order to minimize the error contribution. A similar strategy will be helpful for the analysis of the
laser ranging instrument and k-band ranging residuals of the recently launched
grace-follow on mission.

1

Zusammenfassung
Zusammenfassung

Die satellitenmission “Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment” (GRACE)

wurde erfolgreich zur bestimmung des zeitlich variablen erdschwerefeldes mittels
satelliten-abstandsmessung verwendet. Die mission wurde im October 2017 beendet, nachdem die satelliten mehr als 15 Jahre im orbit waren. Dennoch konnte die
vorgesehene genauigkeit aufgrund verschiedener fehlerquellen bisher nicht erreicht
werden. Eine der wichtigsten fehlerquellen sind fehlerhafte modelle der messdaten
verschiedener sensoren. Diese fehler sind sichtbar in den post-fit residuen der
abstandsänderungsraten (“range-rates”). Unser ziel ist es, die fehler in diesen
range-rate messungen zu verstehen und die entsprechenden residuen zu analysieren,
um fehler in den sensor-modellen zu identifizieren. Insbesondere präsentieren wir
eine analyse der fehler im zusammenhang mit der ausrichtung der satelliten, der
abstands- sowie der akzelerometermessungen, sowohl in den messdaten als auch
in den entsprechenden residuen. Durch die analyse der range-rate residuen kann
information über systematische effekte der sensoren, welche die messungen beeinflussen, gewonnen werden.
In dieser arbeit wird gezeigt, dass die range-rate residuen dominiert werden
von hochfrequentem (> 20 mhz) systemrauschen. Insbesondere wird das rauschen
in hohen frequenzen durch phasenrauschen des k-band instruments (auf beiden
satelliten) verursacht. Diese art von fehler macht bis zu 30% des gesamtfehlers
aus. Ferner wurde festgestellt, dass der größte teil des fehlers in den range-rate
residuen, der von der ausrichtung der satelliten abhängt, durch die korrekturterme
des phasenzentrums (“antenna offset corrections”) verursacht wird. Dieser fehler
kann bis zu 25% des gesamtfehlers aus.Die analyse der residuen im niedrigfrequenzbereich (etwa 1 bis 30 cpr ) zeigt drei dominierende fehler, verursacht durch
temperaturschwankungen, satellitenmanöver und licht-schatten-durchgänge via akzelerometermessungen. Die residuen enthalten außerdem fehler in den geophysikalischen hintergrundmodellen sowie von der ausrichtung der Satelliten abhängige fehler.
Da die residuen von systematischen fehlern der sensoren dominiert werden, gibt
es verbesserungsmöglichkeiten durch bessere modellierung des instrumentrauschens
und durch erweiterte ansätze zur rekalibrierung der instrumente. Eine ähnliche
strategie wird auch hilfreich sein für die analyse der laser ranging und k-band
ranging residuen der grace-follow on mission, die im Mai 2018 gestartet wurde.
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Chapter

1: Introduction

Introduction

The study of features of the gravity field of the earth has always been one of
the primary interests of geodesy. The earth’s gravity field and changes in it reflect
mass changes inside and on the surface of the earth.
As an example, earth’s gravity measurements are used to get information about the
shape of the geoid. Variations of the gravity field reflect continental water storage
changes, ice mass balance changes, glacial isostatic adjustment and sea level changes.
All these phenomena influence the human life on the earth, directly or indirectly,
and their accurate knowledge depends on the accuracy of the gravity measurements.
Therefore, precise knowledge of the gravity field is not only necessary for geodetic
science but also an important requirement for climate science.
In the beginning of the 20th century, gravity measurements were carried out
on ground using instruments called gravimeters. These instruments were capable of
measuring gravity changes as point observations. A major limitation of the gravimeters was and still is, that they could not be used over a large region or on a global
scale. This goal was first accomplished later in the 20th century with the use of
satellites. Use of artificial satellites for geodetic purposes was introduced during
1950s after the launch of sputnik in 1957 and explorer in 1958. These missions
allowed the successful determination of the flattening of the earth, e.g. Heiskanen
and Moritz (1967).
The first dedicated geodetic satellite was anna-1b launched on 31 October 1962
by national aeronautics and space administration (nasa) and the department of
defense which led to an accurate determination of the very low-degree spherical
harmonic coefficients of the geopotential, the general shape of the geoid. The first
decade of the 21st century was dedicated to measure the earth’s gravity field with
satellite missions, e.g., satellite laser ranging (slr) missions, champ, grace and
goce.
GFZ-1 (geoforschungszentrum potsdam) is an example of satellites launched to
determine the gravity field of the earth along with the determination of its rotation
and the precise position of the spacecraft. These satellites were equipped with retroreflectors to be illuminated from the ground by the global network of the slr system
(GeoForschungsZentrum, 2018).
13
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CHAMP (challenging and minisatellite payload) was the first dedicated and successful mission launched aiming at the measurement of the gravity field. It was
based on orbit tracking and accelerometry. CHAMP was also used for magnetic
field recovery and atmospheric research. The mission was launched in july 15, 2000
from cosmodrome plesetsk, russia and ended on september 19, 2010.
GRACE (gravity recovery and climate experiment) was launched on march 17,
2002 from cosmodrome plesetsk, russia. The mission was based on orbit tracking,
satellite-to-satellite tracking and precise accelerometry to measure the gravity field
of the earth. The mission consisted of twin low earth satellites tracking each other
by observing mutual distance variations which are caused by changes in the earth’s
gravity field. An unprecedented accuracy of the time-variable gravity field was a
remarkable achievement made by the grace mission (Tapley et al., 2004a). The
mission has been ended in late 2017, after delivering science results for 15 years,
more than 3 times of its planned lifetime.
GOCE (gravity field and steady-state ocean circulation explorer) was launched
on march 17, 2009 from plesetsk, russia and ended on november 11, 2013. The
mission was dedicated to measuring the global static gravity field of the earth using
a highly sensitive gravity gradiometer. GOCE brought new insight in the behavior
of ocean circulation. The combination of its data with altimetry missions made it
possible to track geostrophic ocean currents at a better spatial resolution than ever
before. Highest spatial resolution of the static field was a great achievement of the
goce mission to realize a global geoid with 1 cm accuracy. Gravity measurements
of goce and grace complemented each other very well. Data of these two missions
have been combined successfully to compute a static gravity field model of the earth
up to degree and order 250 which is named as gocos (Pail et al., 2010). EIGEN
6C4 is another improved static gravity field model computed up to degree and order
2190 by combining data of many satellites together with terrestrial data (Förste
et al., 2014).

1.1

State of the art

The grace mission is based on inter-satellite ranging measurements. The range
(ρKBR ) between the two satellites is influenced by non-gravitational forces and grav14
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itational forces acting on the satellite. It is described as
ρKBR = ρGravitational Forces + ρNon-gravitational Forces + ,

1.1

where ρKBR represents the range observations from the k-band ranging (kbr) instrument,
ρGravitational Forces are the measurements due to all gravitational forces,
ρNon-gravitational Forces represent measurements due to non-gravitational forces and 
refers to the errors from all the sources.
The gravitational and non-gravitational forces include

Gravitational Forces =










static gravity field
tides (ocean, pole) and
astronomical tides due to sun and moon






,




non-tidal high-frequency mass variations, etc.





solar radiation pressure







Non-gravitational Forces =  Earth infrared albedo  .


air drag, etc.

1.2

The effects of the known forces mentioned in Eq. 1.2 are reduced from the range
observations to get the tiny changes caused due to the hydrological, ice and solid
earth mass variations in and on the surface of the earth. Also, an imperfection in
the knowledge of the models of the above-mentioned forces and systematic effects in
the sensors remain in the range observations which limits their precision. Therefore,
the reduced range-rates contain all corrections. Since these observations are the fundamental part of the entire global gravity field recovery chain, their limited precision
in turn affects the precision of the estimated global gravity field parameters.
To understand these errors is of interest due to following reasons:
 The level of precision which was predicted by Kim (2000) before the launch of

the mission has not yet been achieved. There is an offset present between the
predicted baseline accuracy and the achieved level of precision (cf. top panel
of Fig. 1.1). If the baseline accuracy can be reached, the time-variable signal
will be obtained more precisely than the current solutions. This will certainly
15
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be helpful in improving our understanding of the time-variable gravity field
and in its applications.
 In order to improve the performance of current and future gravity field missions, the precision of their input observations and the approach of modeling

the observations’ noise certainly needs to be improved. This is possible if and
only if the limiting factors in the current scenario are known.
With the goal of understanding these errors, various studies have been carried
out in order to investigate the potential of the sensors onboard, their limitations,
and the accuracy of the existing background models, even before the launch of
the mission. For example, Thomas (1999) studied the potential of the microwave
ranging instrument onboard the grace satellites and possible errors (cf. bottom
panel of Fig. 1.1). The microwave ranging system uses k- and ka-band frequencies
to precisely measure the range and its change between the two satellites. Kim
(2000) studied the expected performance of the gravity field solutions computed
from grace, prior to its launch. Full-scale simulations were carried out with the
aim of computing the expected precision of the time-variable gravity field, under
the consideration of expected errors in the range observations. The gravity field
computed from those simulations is referred to as the grace baseline. Today,
when every data processing center computes a gravity field model from the grace
observations, they refer their models to this baseline, shown in top panel of Fig. 1.1.
After the launch of the mission, knowing that the real grace gravity field solutions are not as precise as their predicted baseline, numerous studies were published focusing on:
# understanding the individual error sources and their contribution to the gravity
field models,

# improvement of data preprocessing, data and noise modeling approaches.

A selection is listed in Table 1.1 with the description of their focus areas.

These studies certainly improved the knowledge of the noise in the range observations, data processing and modeling strategies which resulted in an improved
gravity field model (reducing the differences between the baseline and the obtained
gravity field solutions). Since the baseline has not been reached yet, the quest to
16
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Figure 1.1: Top panel: Status of the itsg-2014 solutions as compared to the grace
baseline for december 2008 are shown in terms geoid degree amplitudes. The differences ( itsg-2014) are plotted with respect to the static field goco 05s. The numbers
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Table 1.1: Some studies published after the launch of grace with focus on the errors
in the gravity field solutions.

Studies by

Research Focus

Ko (2008); Ko et al. (2012)
Flury et al. (2008); Hudson (2003); Peterseim (2014); Peterseim et al. (2012)
Bandikova et al. (2012); Horwath et al.
(2011); Inácio et al. (2015); Ko and Eanes
(2015)
Ditmar et al. (2012)
Bonin and Chambers (2011); Chambers
and Bonin (2012)
Han et al. (2004); Knudsen et al. (2001)

KBR microwave ranging system
GRACE Accelerometer
Star camera, inter-satellite pointing
Error in GRACE gravity field models
Atmosphere and Ocean De-aliasing errors
Ocean model errors

investigate the noise in the observations is still ongoing. It is a primary objective
to achieve the desired precision of the gravity field solutions. The grace-follow
on mission has been launched recently and similar problems might be faced by the
science community due to lack of knowledge about the precision of the observations.
Thus, it is an urgent requirement to achieve a better understanding of the noise
behavior in the observations in order to fully exploit them to obtain precise gravity
field solutions.
The global gravity field parameters are estimated in the least-squares sense where
the observation set-up is as follows (Koch, 1990)
l − Ax̂ = ê,

1.3

where l is the vector of the reduced range-rate observations which are computed by
removing all the perturbations mentioned in Eq. 1.2 from the k-band measurements,
A is the design matrix, Ax̂ represents the vector of fitted observations obtained after
estimating the parameters x̂, and ê refers to the residuals computed by subtracting
the range-rate observations and the fitted observations. The parameter estimation
approach aims to determine the parameters with the best fit to the original observations, which means, the residuals (ê) must be minimized. Besides being small, the
residuals must be random in nature. That means, they should not be predictable or
18
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correlated with any other variable of the system of equations which would otherwise
indicate an insufficiency of the modeling approach. Also, the power spectral density
(psd) of the residuals (ê) obtained after grace parameter estimation shows that
they are larger than the expected sensor noise level (cf. bottom panel of Fig. 1.1).
The expected sensor noise level was predicted by Kim (2000) and has been plotted
for the accelerometer (acc) and the k-band ranging (kbr) instrument noise in the
bottom panel of Fig. 1.1. Not only the residuals (ê) are large, they also contain
signal characteristics such as 1 cpr (cycles per revolution) or 2 cpr signals which
certainly does not represent a random noise behavior.
This work focuses on the characterisation of such behavior of the range-rate residuals. Their characterisation is important due to following reasons:
– To understand the deterministic and stochastic behavior of the range-rate
residuals. The deterministic characteristics depend on other observations and
can be modeled, whereas the stochastic characteristics represent the random
behavior, which can not be predicted, and change randomly. Knowing the deterministic part will be helpful to implement the realistic empirical parameters
to be estimated along with the global gravity field parameters. Knowledge of
the stochastic part will be helpful in implementing a realistic stochastic noise
model.
– The fitted range-rate residuals are used to compute the variance factor which is
further used to determine the covariance matrix in the least-squares parameter
estimation. The errors in the residuals propagate to the solution via covariance
information applied to the observations. Therefore, minimizing the errors in
the residuals will reflect an improvement in the precision of the estimated
gravity field solutions. It is also shown in Fig. 1.1 where the reduced values of
residuals (bottom panel) improve the gravity field solutions (top panel) in an
iterative least-squares fit approach. This is only possible by gaining knowledge
about the characteristics and behavior of the residuals. A similar study was
presented earlier by Ditmar et al. (2006), the authors where they modeled the
noise based on frequency-dependent weights of the observations and improved
the precision of the gravity field solutions from the observations of champ.
Note that due to the non-linearity of the observation set up, large differences
19
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are seen between the psd of the residuals at 4th and 7th iteration in the bottom
panel of Fig. 1.1.
– The analysis of the residuals of the observations serves as a quality assessment
criteria which presents the quality of the parameters estimated during the
least-squares fit. The residuals obtained after the least-squares fit represent an
approximation of the true errors in the range-rate observations. Hence, their
psd shown in Fig. 1.1 represents an approximation of the true error and can
be used to describe the precision of the estimated gravity field solutions. For
example, a study by Pail (2004) presented an analysis of the spectral behavior
of the gradiometer residuals to assess the quality of gravity field solutions
derived in a simulation scenario like goce. They further emphasized the use
of residual quantities to identify the outliers, and reducing the residuals by
outlier removal, filtering and using those reduced residuals to re-estimate the
gravity field parameters iteratively to ultimately obtain an improved gravity
field model. Xianping and Yanc-Yuanxi (2005) showed an assessment of the
quality of the champ derived gravity field solutions by comparing the fitted
residuals computed using two different approaches.
Due to the high relevance of these fitted residuals in determining and assessing
the accuracy of estimated gravity field parameters, this study focuses on their detailed analysis and gives a comprehensive overview of the systematic errors present
in them.
Since the estimated residuals include a portion of the errors and signal which has
been partially mapped or aliased into the estimated global gravity field parameters,
their analysis can provide a good picture of the errors. However, the residuals
alone do not allow us to get an absolute quantification of the errors present in
the gravity field solutions. As this study solely addresses the analysis of residuals of
grace range-rate observations, an absolute error budget is not presented. However,
attempts to quantify the investigated errors have been made and are presented
accordingly.
As it has been shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1.1, the range-rate residuals are
one order of magnitude above the sensor noise level. This shows that the potential
of the grace sensor data has not been fully exploited, yet. There remains room
20
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to understand the limitations from the sensor side. This led to define the focus of
the work presented in this thesis which is, analyzing the residuals with focus on the
sensor errors’ contribution in them.

1.2

Objectives

The objectives of this thesis are defined as:
 Analysis of the range-rate residuals with focus on the attitude errors. The
identification of errors is helpful in improving the gravity field modeling procedure:
In the range-rate observations, the attitude errors mostly propogate via the
star cameras on the grace satellites. In Chapter 3, the attitude errors present
in the residuals due to star camera data are analyzed and discussed. Further,
taking advantage of the different reprocessed datasets computed by Klinger
and Mayer-Gürr (2014) and Bandikova and Flury (2014), the impact of attitude errors on the gravity field solutions are investigated.
 Analysis of the range-rate residuals with focus on the kbr instrument noise.

The knowledge of kbr instrument noise is helpful in reducing those errors

from the grace gravity field models. It is presented in Chapter 4:
Here, an analysis of the range-rate residuals is presented with focus on the
spectra where the kbr instrument noise dominates. The dominating kbr
system noise in the range-rate residuals has been studied in detail with the
focus on possible error sources. The impact of this noise on the gravity field
solutions is also discussed considering various simulation scenarios.
 Analysis of the range-rate residuals with focus on the accelerometer errors.
The identified errors coming from the accelerometer are helpful in reducing
them during the gravity field modeling:
In Chapter 5, systematic errors of the accelerometers which can be seen in the
residuals are studied. Since the accelerometer errors in the frequency range
0.1 - 0.9 mhz are higher than in the frequency range 1 - 4 mhz, the analysis
considers the two frequency bands separately. In the frequency band 1 - 4 mhz,
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the errors of the geophysical background models and star camera errors overlap
and are also addressed.
The objectives discussed in this work are based on the grace data analysis of
two years, i.e. 2007 and 2008. During this time period, grace data benefitted from
low impact of solar activity affecting the satellites and their observations (Meyer
et al., 2016). Hence, it serves as a good candidate for the systematic error analysis
of the residuals of the range-rate observations.
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2.1

Introduction

The grace mission was launched on 17 march 2002 from plestesk, russia (Tapley
et al., 2004a) and has been decomissioned in october 2017. It was a joint mission
between nasa, united states, and dlr, germany. The mission consisted of two
satellites following each other. It was operated by german space operations center
(gsoc) in darmstadt, germany. It was the first dedicated mission launched to map
the global time-variable gravity field of the earth.
The grace mission was launched to an altitude of ≈ 500 km with 220 ± 70 km

along track separation between the two satellites. Due to the separation, the trailing
satellite passes 28 seconds later over the same area through which the leading passes.
The satellite orbit is inclined with an inclination angle of 89◦ which leads to nearglobal coverage. It takes about 93 minutes for grace to complete one revolution
around the earth, resulting in about 15.5 revolutions per day. The mission was
originally planned for a period of mininum 5 years. However, it provided science
results until mid-2017, which is more than 15 years. The next mission, grace
follow-on (g-fo) has been launched on 22 may 2018 to continue the earth’s gravity
field measurements from space.

2.2

Applications

Global gravity field solutions computed from grace have a wide number of
applications, such as in hydrology, in sea level rise studies, understanding the nature of ocean currents and ocean heat storage phenomena. In terrestrial hydrology,
the grace data has been used to determine the regional total water storage content. The global measurements from grace provide information on seasonal and
inter-annual river basin water storage changes (Rodell and Famiglietti, 2002; Steitz
et al., 2002). Some of the recent and important contributions of grace include the
study of ground water discharge in the states of punjab, rajasthan and delhi, india
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(Chinnasamy et al., 2015; Rodell et al., 2009). The california drought has also been
studied using grace data (Famiglietti, 2014).
Knowledge about melting of the glaciers is essential to study and keep track of the
sea level rise. Since from grace data, the rate of mass change can be derived, one
can study the rate of melting of big glaciers, loss of mass of big polar ice sheets
and thermospheric effects in the oceans (Hsu and Velicogna, 2017). These factors
contribute to the budget of sea level rise which is an important concern today for
scientists and society.
GRACE data has been successfully used in oceanographic studies, e.g. Kuo et al.
(2008) studied the ocean currents. Boening et al. (2012); Kanzow et al. (2005);
Landerer et al. (2008) studied temperature-dependent phenomena in the oceans such
as el-nino, la-nina and ocean bottom pressure changes. Recently, an achievement
has been made by the detection of climate driven polar motion changes by Adhikari
and Ivins (2016). Overall, grace being the first satellite-to-satellite tracking mission
has been really successful in terms of technology as well as in science applications.

2.3

The GRACE observation system

The grace mission is based on low-low satellite-to-satellite tracking (ll–sst).
This principle uses two satellites following each other while moving around the earth.
The two satellites serve as test masses which are sensitive to the mass distribution
and its changes inside and on the surface of the earth. The spatial distribution of
mass causes variations in the relative distance between the center of masses (com)
of the two satellites. Observing the relative distance requires the establishment of
a satellite-to-satellite tracking (sst) technique. Realizing this sst principle needs
the knowledge of precise orbit and inter-satellite ranging. These requirements are
fulfilled by the grace payload which consisted of (major components):
1.
2.
3.
4.

GPS space receiver for orbit determination,
Accelerometer (acc),
K-band Ranging Microwave Assembly (kbr),
Star Camera Assembly (sca).

1. GPS Receiver – The grace gps space receiver was provided by jpl, nasa
(see Fig. 2.1a). The receiver is used for precise orbit determination (pod) with
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cm-accuracy, time-tagging of all payload data, and atmospheric and ionospheric
profiling. To compute the precise orbit of grace, satellite-to-satellite tracking between the grace and the high-altitude orbiting gps satellites is applied (Flechtner,
2000). The absolute positions of the satellites provided by the gps measurements
are also important for gravity field parameter estimation. They are required to georeference the kbr observations. In other words, the orbit of the grace satellites,
computed from the inter-satellite range (sst) measurements only, suffers a singularity problem. The inter-satellite ranges being relative measurements are not sufficient
to measure the absolute position of each satellite. This singularity problem is alleviated by the gps measurements which are necessary to obtain a well-conditioned
solution (Kim and Tapley, 2002).
2. Accelerometer – Each grace spacecraft carries an electrostatic 3-axis accelerometer at its center of mass which measures the electrostatic force necessary to
maintain the accelerometer proof mass motionless with respect to the sensor cage
(see Fig. 2.1b). The electrostatic force is proportional to the acceleration of the
spacecraft due to non-gravitational forces acting on the satellite, i.e. the atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure and earth’s albedo (Touboul et al., 1999b).
The accelerometers are used in gravity field recovery. The effects of non-gravitational
forces, observed by the accelerometer, are reduced from the inter-satellite ranging
measurements to isolate the gravity field information. Thus, the accuracy of the
accelerometer observations directly affects the recovered gravity field (more details
are discussed in the following sections and later in Chapter 5).
3. K-Band Ranging (KBR) Microwave Assembly – The k-band microwave
ranging assembly system is the key science instrument of grace which measured
the dual one-way range change between both satellites with a precision better than
1 µm/s. The system uses a single horn antenna for transmission and reception of
the dual-band k- (24 ghz) and ka-band (32 ghz) microwave signals. Each satellite
transmits carrier phase signals on the two frequencies. The linear combination of the
sum of those phase measurements at each frequency gives an ionosphere-corrected
measurement of the range between the satellites (Flechtner, 2000; Thomas, 1999).
4. Star Camera Assembly (SCA) – The star camera assembly provided by
denmark technical university consists of two star cameras onboard each spacecraft
(see Fig. 2.1c). These sensors are used for the precise pointing between the two
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satellites. The attitude of the satellite is determined from the stars in the field of
view of the star camera (Dunn et al., 2002). Once the attitude of a spacecraft is
obtained, it is compared with the requirements necessary to maintain the pointing
between the two satellites. The attitude is then corrected using the attitude control
sensors, i.e. thrusters and magnetic torquer rods.

(a.) GPS receiver

(b.) SuperStar Accelerometer

(c.) Star Camera Assembly

Figure 2.1: GRACE Payload, ©Flechtner (2000)

Figure 2.2: Instrument system of the grace satellites
The twin grace satellites work as a single scientific instrument measuring the
range and its changes between the two satellites (cf. Fig. 2.2). The two spacecraft
transmit and receive the signal through the microwave link. They both have their
own instrument system which are identical in terms of their design. As shown in
Fig. 2.2, the heart of the satellite is the instrument processing unit (ipu) which has
a signal processing unit (spu) as sub-component. The ipu extracts the observables
from the radio frequency links (gps and k-band) and spacecraft attitude from the
images recorded by the star cameras. It digitizes the kbr and gps signals. The
accelerometer data is time-tagged by the ipu and then sent to the on board data
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handling (odbh) computer to be telemetered to the ground. Thus, ipu serves as a
data interface to odbh (Dunn et al., 2002).
The telemetry data is received on-ground and tagged as level 0 data. This level
0 binary data is converted to the so-called level 1a data readable format. Then,
this raw level 1a data is processed to get the level 1b data which is available with
the sampling rate shown in table 2.1. The level 1a data sampling rates is 10 hz.
The processed level 1b data, which are used for gravity field recovery, is provided

Table 2.1: The level 1 b datasets along with their sampling rates obtained from the
level 1 a datasets. These are used in global gravity field parameter estimation.

Level 1B product
K-band ranging data
KBR1B

Data content

sampling frequency
(Hz)

Range, range-rates, light-time and an0.2
tenna offset corrections

Accelerometer
ACC1B

Linear and angular accelerations

1

Star camera
SCA1B

Star camera quaternions

0.2

Reduced dynamic orbit
GNV1B
Position and velocity of the spacecraft

0.2

with sampling frequencies of 0.2 hz and 1 hz respectively (see table 2.1). The data
processing from level 0 to level 1b is done by the jet propulsion laboratory, nasa,
usa. Details of the data processing from level 1a to level 1b are given in Wu et al.
(2006).
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2.4

Global gravity field parameter estimation from
GRACE observations

The range-rate measurements are the main observables used to estimate the
global gravity field parameters. The estimated parameters are the Stokes coefficients
which represent the variations in the global gravity field of the earth. Here, first the
representation of the global gravity field from the Stokes coefficients is discussed.
Later, the full parameter estimation chain is described which has been used to
estimate these Stokes coefficients from the range-rate observations.

2.4.1

Gravity field representation

The gravity field of the earth is represented as an expansion series of harmonic
functions which is expressed as (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967)


(l+1)

∞
R
GM X
 
V (r, Θ, λ) =
R l=0 r


l
X



C̄lm cos mλ + S̄lm sin mλ P̄lm (cos Θ),

m=0

2.1

where G is the gravitational constant, M is the mass of the earth, R is the radius,
(r, Θ, λ) are the position coordinates at which the gravity field is calculated, P̄lm
the normalized legendre functions, C̄lm and S̄lm are the normalized dimensionless
Stokes coefficients, l and m are the degree and order of the expansion series.
In reality, the infinite sum of degrees (l) is truncated. In this thesis, the field is
truncated to degree and order 60.

2.4.2

Gravity field modeling

A number of methods to compute the global gravity field parameters has been
developed. Some of the important and frequently used approaches are: the Energy
balance approach, the Acceleration approach, the Variational equations approach,
the Celestial mechanics approach. After the launch of the grace mission, data
processing centers started to estimate global gravity field solutions using these approaches. These gravity field models can be downloaded from: http://icgem.gfzpotsdam.de/series, an iag service provided by gfz (Barthelmes and Köhler,
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2016).
The energy balance approach of recovering the gravity field from inter-satellite
range-rate observations was introduced by Jekeli (1999). A simple model was derived
on the basis of energy conservation that relates the measured range-rates between
two satellites to the gravitational potential difference. For more details, see Jekeli
(1999).
The acceleration approach, which is based on newton’s second law of motion, links
the acceleration vector to the gradient of the gravitational potential. According to
Liu (2008), advantage of the acceleration approach is, the errors due to linearization are minimized whereas its limitation lies in the amplified noise in the range
accelerations which are obtained by double differentiation of the range observations.
The most traditional way of gravity field determination is the variational equations
approach, e.g. (Reigber, 1989). It combines the problem of parameter estimation
with the dynamic orbit determination. In this approach, the dynamic orbit integration is extended to determine the Stokes coefficients (C̄lm , S̄lm ). Since the relation
between the unknown parameters and the observations is non-linear, it is linearized
to solve the problem of parameter estimation. This approach is computationally
more challenging as compared to the other two. For details, see Montenbruck and
Gill (2000); Tapley et al. (2004b).
A variant of the variational equations approach was further explored by Mayer-Gürr
(2006) to recover the global gravity field parameters using short arcs. The approach
was first applied to compute champ gravity field solutions using kinematic orbits.
The method was then further extended to compute gravity field solutions from the
grace inter-satellite ranging measurements. A series of gravity field models from
grace observations has been computed starting from itg1 -gracexx2 (Mayer-Gürr,
2007; Mayer-Gürr et al., 2006) to itsg3 -yyyy4 (Klinger et al., 2016; Mayer-Gürr
et al., 2014). Every model is an improved version of the previous one in terms of
the estimation scheme, noise modeling, data processing and others.
The grace gravity field solutions and the corresponding range-rate residuals
analyzed in this thesis are computed using the groops software. It is a software
1

Institute of Theoretical Geodesy
gravity model number, e.g. 01, 02, etc.
3
Institute of Theoretical and Satellite Geodesy
4
year
2
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package gravity recovery using object oriented programming software (groops)
and was written by Torsten Mayer-Gürr and his colleagues from bonn university,
germany. Processing standards of the itsg-2014 global gravity field models are used
here (Mayer-Gürr et al., 2014) with the following adaptations:
1. Dynamic orbit integration was adapted to the encke’s orbit integration approach explained by Ellmer and Mayer-Gürr (2016).
2. No k-band antenna offset corrections were estimated. In the standard itsg2014 solutions, the k-band antenna offset corrections were estimated once per
month. But due to the unreliable characteristics of those estimates, they are
not estimated here.
The steps of the itsg-2014 data processing chain are as follows (Mayer-Gürr
et al., 2014):
Data preprocessing – The grace level 1b data as mentioned in Table 2.1
are preprocessed to be fed into the dynamic orbit integrator. The preprocessing
includes:
• resampling of the star camera data (quaternions) and linear accelerations from
the accelerometer. The linear accelerations are resampled from 1 s to 5 s sampling rate. The star camera data and the linear accelerations are synchronized.
• rotation of linear accelerations from the science reference frame (srf) to the
earth-centered inertial (eci) reference frame using the quaternions (more
details are provided in Chapter 3). The quaternions used in the itsg-2014
processing are computed by combining the star camera data and angular accelerations from acc1b data using a variance component estimation approach
(Klinger and Mayer-Gürr, 2014).
• data synchronization: Synchronization of the orbit (gnv1b) and the linear
accelerations along with the resampling of the kinematic orbits at 5 minute
sampling rate. The kinematic orbits for grace-a and grace-b are processed by Zehentner (2016). Both gnv1b orbits are rotated from the earthcentered earth-fixed (ecef) reference frame to the eci reference frame using
the iers2010 conventions (Petit and Luzum, 2010) .
Dynamic orbit integration – The orbit for each satellite is integrated using
encke’s orbit integration approach (Ellmer and Mayer-Gürr, 2016). The 24 hours
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dynamic arc is computed by integrating all forces perturbing the orbit using a polynomial approach. The perturbing forces include gravitational and non-gravitational
forces as mentioned in the Table 2.2. The integrated orbit is fitted to the kinematic
Table 2.2: List of perturbation forces and their models which are applied during orbit
integration.

Forces

Models

Earth rotation
Direct tides (Moon, Sun and planets)
Solid earth tides
Ocean tides
Pole tides
Ocean pole tides
Atmospheric tides (S1, S2)
Atmosphere and Ocean Dealiasing
Relativistic corrections
Permanent tidal deformation
Non conservative forces

IERS 2010 (Petit and Luzum, 2010)
JPL DE421 (Folkner et al., 2009)
IERS 2010 (Petit and Luzum, 2010)
EOT11a (Savcenko and Bosch, 2012)
IERS 2010 (Petit and Luzum, 2010)
Desai 2003 (Petit and Luzum, 2010)
Bode-Biancale 2003 (Bode and Biancale, 2006)
AOD1B RL05 (Flechtner et al., 2015)
IERS 2010 (Petit and Luzum, 2010)
includes (zero tide) (Petit and Luzum, 2010)
Accelerometer

orbits. Then this fitted orbit is used as a taylor point for further iterations. The
differences between the coordinates of the successive iterations are used to assess
the quality of the integrated orbit. After a few iterations, the difference between
the two integrated orbits converges to the machine precision (typically within micro
meters).
Parameter estimation – A schematic view for solving the problem of global
gravity field parameter estimation based on the approach of Mayer-Gürr (2006) is
shown in Fig. 2.3. The observation equation in Fig. 2.3 (b.) is a linearized overdetermined system of equations which are solved using the least-squares approach.
The least-squares variance component estimation is used for the recovery of global
gravity field parameters (Koch, 1990; Koch and Kusche, 2002).
In Fig. 2.3 (a.), the observation vector l of size (n× 1) contains the pre-fit range-rate
residuals along with the orbit parameters (r and ṙ) and the accelerometer scale and
bias parameters. The pre-fit range-rate residuals are computed as:
ln×1 = (ρ̇KBR − ρ̇0 )n×1 ,

2.2
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a.) Input datasets
ACC1B

KBR1B

SCA1B

AOD1B

b.) Observation equation

l = Ax̂ + ê

c.) Parameter estimation


−1
x̂i = AT P i A
AT P i l

GNV1B

e.) Output
l̂ = Ax̂
ê = l − l̂

l̂i = Ax̂i
êi = l − l̂i
êT P i êi
σi2 = in−m

d.) min. square sum of residuals
l̂i+1 = êi
P i+1 = σi2 P i

no

yes

(σi2 ≈ 1) OR i = 7

Figure 2.3: Diagrammatic representation of the chain followed for global gravity field
parameter estimation from grace observations.

where ρ̇0 contains the reduced range-rate observations computed from the integrated
dynamic orbit. In Fig. 2.3 (b.), A(m×n) is the information matrix (also called as
design matrix), x̂(n×1) is the vector of parameters to be estimated (cf. Eq. 2.3) and
ê(m×1) contains the noise in the orbit and the range-rate observations,





x̂i = 

Cnm , Snm
orbit parameters (r, ṙ)





,


2.3

accelerometer scale and bias



range-rate residuals

êi = 

orbit residuals



.

2.4

The estimation of x̂ is a correction to the a-priori solution. It is obtained in the
normal equations approach as shown in Fig. 2.3(c.). This system of equations is
solved using an iterative least-squares variance component estimation approach with
an arc-length of 3 hours for each day. The cholesky decomposition method is used to
solve for the system of normal equations and the covariance matrix in order to reduce
the computational costs. In order to minimize the noise from the observations, a
weight matrix (P) (cf. Fig. 2.3 (c.)) is introduced in which relative weights are
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assigned on the basis of the noise content of the observations. The weight matrix is

Figure 2.4: A schematic flow
of the computation of the
covariance matrix in ITSG2014 model from the estimated residuals in an iterative least-squares variance
component estimation approach, after Mayer-Gürr
(2015).

computed from the covariance information of the noise in the observations. Thus,
it is also called as the covariance
matrix. In the itsg-2014 gravity field solutions,

the covariance matrix Σ is estimated on the basis of a noise model described by
the observation noise in the frequency domain as

Σ = a1 2 F1 + a2 2 F2 + · · · + aN 2 FN ,




where, FN = cos

2π

T



n (ti − tk ).

2.5

In the Eq. 2.5, a1 2 · · · aN 2 are the amplitudes of n frequencies, (ti − tk ) are the

differences between two adjacent time epochs.

The noise information is taken from the set of residuals (êi ) obtained after each fit
as shown in Fig. 2.3 (c.). The content of the residual vector is given in Eq. 2.4.
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During each iteration, the noise covariance information is computed from the residuals of the fitted observations in the frequency domain. The covariance matrix is
updated with that information where Σ0 is initialised as an identity matrix (cf. Fig.
2.4) (Mayer-Gürr, 2015). This approach helps to improve x̂ as observations are
weighted according to their accuracy (in frequency domain). After the full parameter estimation, the estimated unknown parameters, i.e. x̂, are obtained (cf. Eq.
2.3).
Although the set of residuals ê contain orbit and range-rate residuals (cf. Eq.
2.4) the range-rate residuals are referred to as ê in the rest of the work for the
ease of the reader. It is also because the analysis of other sets of residuals is out
of the scope of this work. Since the range-rate residuals analyzed in this work are
computed after full parameter estimation, they are referred to as post-fit range-rate
residuals, also in short postfits or post-fit residuals.
As shown in Fig. 1.1, the power spectral density (psd) of the range-rate residuals
should be at the level of the predicted sensor noise. In the current scenario, there is
still a gap of one order of magnitude between the psd of the expected sensor noise
and the obtained range-rate residuals. At the same time, it is easily visible that
the psd of the range-rate residuals contains typical signal type characteristics (example 1, 2, ... cpr). This clearly indicates the insufficiency of the current modeling
approach which is not fully able to exploit the grace measurement accuracy. It
also indicates that the residuals may contain some noise which is predictable, i.e., it
is not just random. As mentioned previously, the gap in the psd of the range-rate
residuals and the expected sensor noise also indicate that the potential of the sensors
is not fully exploited yet and thus, it could be one of the factors limiting the accuracy
of the gravity field solution. When the estimated solutions are compared with the
anticipated grace accuracy baseline, the existing gap between the two curves make
this implication even stronger (cf. top panel of Fig. 1.1). Therefore, a good understanding of the noise characteristics from all input data is essential to understand
the reasons behind the limitations in the accuracy of the grace solutions.
In the following chapters, noise in the three main input datasets will be discussed
i.e., star cameras, accelerometer and k-band microwave ranging measurements along
with their error contribution in the range-rate residuals.
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2.5

Analysis kit used for studying the residuals

In this thesis, an analysis of the post-fit range-rate residuals is carried out in the
following chapters. These residuals are computed after estimating the global gravity
field parameters using the itsg-2014 processing chain described in the previous
sections. In the following subsections, the methods and representations used to
study the error characteristics of the observations and the error analysis of the
gravity field solutions are introduced.

2.5.1

Degree amplitudes

The errors of the recovered global gravity field spherical harmonic coefficients is
determined as their 1-d spectra. The error degree variances are given as (Kaula,
1967; Sneeuw, 2000)
σl2 =

l
X

2
2
(Clm
+ Slm
),

2.6

m=0

where l, m are the degree and order of the Stokes coefficients or spherical harmonic
coefficients. Eq. 2.6 represents the total signal power of the coefficients. In this
thesis, results are investigated for the parameters estimated up to degree and order
60. The investigated results are represented as the geoid degree amplitudes which
is obtained as
q

σl2 × R,

2.7

where R is the radius of the earth which is 6.378136×106 meters.
A representation of geoid amplitudes vs degree for example is shown in top panel of
Fig. 1.1 of Chapter 1.

2.5.2

Power Spectral Density (PSD)

It describes how the power of a time-series is distributed with frequency. A psd
is also defined as the fourier transform of the autocorrelation sequence of a timeseries (Heinzel et al., 2002). A PSD of a time-series y(t), where t is the time, is
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defined as
φ(ω) =

∞
X

r(k)e−iωk ,

2.8

k=−∞

where ω = 2πf , f is frequency.
r(k) is the autocovariance sequence given as
r(k) = E{y(t)y ∗ (t − k)},

2.9

where E is the expectation operator and k represents the lag factor which is 0 for
the autocovariance function.
PSDs of the continuous segments of the satellite observations are computed using the
“lpsd” method provided in the ltpda toolbox (Hewitson, 2007). For example, the
psd of residuals is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1.1. In all cases, a Hanning
Window has been used with 50 % overlap with a peak sidelobe level1 (psll) of
31.5 db. More details about the implementation of the “lpsd” method are provided
in Heinzel et al. (2002).

2.5.3

Time-series analysis

The time-series representation gives the observations (on y-axis) and their variations with respect to time (on x-axis) (for example, Fig. 4.3). It is helpful for
understanding the variations in the characteristics of the satellite observations with
respect to time such as the systematics related to the satellite-orbit maneuvers.
For the statistical analysis of the time-series, the correlations are also exploited
further. The correlation coefficients of two random variables define the linear dependence between them. The Pearson correlation coefficient used in this work is
1

The window function in the frequency domain contains the central peak which is the desired
one alongwith many side peaks at regular intervals. These side peaks are called ‘sidelobes’. The aim
is to reduce the amplitude of these sidelobes without widening the noise bandwidth. The widening
of the noise bandwidth causes spectral leakage. Hence, a compromise between the sidelobe level
and the noise bandwidth is important in designing the window function (Heinzel et al., 2002).
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computed as (Press et al., 1992)
ρ(A, B) =
cov(A, B) =

cov(A, B)
,
σA σB
1

N
X

N − 1 i=1

where

(Ai − µA )∗ (Bi − µB ).

2.10
2.11

µA , µB are the mean of the two variables or time-series A and B each of length
N . σA and σB are the standard deviations of A and B. The symbol ∗ denotes the

complex conjugate of the term (Ai − µA ).

Due to the large number of observations, the correlations computed between the
two different sets of time-series are represented here in terms of box-plots. A sample

box-plot figure is Fig. 2.5. The box-plots are used to show the range, median and
quartile information of the correlation coefficients altogether for a period of time.
In most cases, the correlation coefficients are computed on a daily basis for a month

Figure 2.5: Representation of the distribution of a set of observations on a box-plot.
of observations. Thus, box-plots show the range, median and quartile information
of the daily correlation coefficients over a month.

2.5.4

Argument of latitude

The argument of latitude (u) is an angular parameter which defines the angle
between the ascending node and the moving body. It varies from 0 to 2π for a full
orbit. A representation of the argument of latitude in the satellite orbit is shown in
panel (a) of Fig. 2.6. It is the sum of the true anomaly (ν) and argument of perigee
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(ω), given as (Seeber, 2003)
u = ν + ω.

2.12

The argument of latitude used in this thesis is computed from the position rsat and
velocity ṙsat of the satellite given in the earth centered inertial (eci) reference frame
as


where



rz
,
u = arctan 
−rx · hy + ry · hx

2.13

rsat = (rx , ry , rz )

2.14

ṙsat = (ṙx , ṙy , ṙz )
and
h = (hx , hy , hz ) =

rsat × ṙsat
.
|rsat × ṙsat |

2.15
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Figure 2.6: (a.) Argument of latitude (u) for the satellite at an epoch shown
in an orbit after https: // www. gsc-europa. eu/ system-status/ orbital-andtechnical-parameters . (b.) GRACE orbit for the length of 1 day shown along
the argument of latitude and time.
The plots of the satellite observations along the argument of latitude vs time (cf.
Fig. 2.6 (b.)) are helpful in studying their long-term systematic effects varying with
time and orbit. Therefore, they are often used in this thesis. Such plots are also
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helpful in finding the dependencies between two sets of observations which sometimes are not captured by, for example, correlation coefficients. These dependencies
describe the possible causal effects of one observation to another. A knowledge of
these causal effects is important as such dependencies can be used to model errors
and hence reduce them in the estimated gravity field parameters.

2.5.5

Satellite ground tracks

The projection of the orbit of a satellite onto the surface of the earth is called
ground track (Curtis, 2005; Seeber, 2003). When the direction of the ground track
of a satellite is from the south to the north pole, the path covered is called ascending
arc, whereas the descending arc is the ground track covered by the satellite from
the north to the south pole. In Fig. 2.7, an ascending arc of the ground track
covered by the grace satellites is plotted for 7 days. The ground track of a satellite

Figure 2.7: Ground-track coverage of the earth by the grace satellites from
december 1st to 7th 2008. The ground-track is plotted for the ascending orbit (upward
direction of flight) of the spacecraft.
is given by its geographical coordinates (λ, φ, h). The geographical coordinates are
computed from the cartesian coordinates of the satellites (rx , ry , rz ) given in the
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earth centered earth fixed (ecef) frame of reference as


φ = tan  q


rz
r2x + r2y



ry
λ = tan  ,
rx
h=

q

r2x + r2y

cos(φ)



,

2.16

.

For an ascending arc, the change in φ, i.e. (dφ), for two consecutive epochs must
be > 0◦ . For a descending arc, dφ for any two consecutive epochs must be < 0◦ .
Analyzing the observations on the ground-track representation is helpful when their
geographical variations are of interest. Here, it is useful to analyze weekly, fortnighly
or monthly observations. For the analysis of long-term geographical variations, it
is advised to chunk the observations into small time intervals, otherwise too much
overlap of information can be misleading in the interpretation of the analysis results.
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II
Analysis of K-band range-rate residuals

3: Inter-satellite pointing errors in

Chapter

range-rate
residuals
Inter-satellite
pointing
errors in range-rate residuals
In this chapter, an analysis of the range-rate residuals is presented with focus on
the satellite pointing errors. The two spacecraft need pointing information in order
to measure the precise range changes as well as for the gravity field determination.
Due to the use of pointing information in the gravity field recovery process, related
errors also propagate to the gravity field solutions through range-rate information.
In this chapter, these pointing errors are studied by analyzing the attitude data (used
to derive pointing information). Further, the range-rate residuals are analyzed to
identify the pointing errors present in them.

3.1

What is inter-satellite pointing?

Inter-satellite pointing is a part of the attitude and orbit control system (aocs).
The aocs is responsible for the attitude determination and its control in the satellite.
The sensors used for determination of the attitude in grace are the star camera
assembly (sca), the inertial measurement unit (imu) and the coarse and earth sun
sensors (cess), where main attitude determination sensors in grace are the star
cameras.
The cess are used for the initial acquisition of the attitude but they are not as
accurate as the star cameras. The accuracy of the cess ranges between ≈ 5◦ - 10◦

for the earth-vector and ≈ 3◦ - 6◦ for the sun-vector depending on the orbit geometry

(Herman et al., 2004). IMUs provide the angular rates of the spaceraft along three
axes and angular accelerations are provided as a side-product by the accelerometer
along with the linear accelerations. Attitude of a spacecraft is controlled by the
thrusters and the magnetic torquer rods used along the three pointing axes roll,
pitch and yaw (see Fig. 3.1 (a.)).
The pointing between the two satellites is a fundamental requirement of a satelliteto-satellite tracking mission. Perfect pointing is required to measure the precise
range between the two satellites. In grace, the range between the two satellites
is defined as the distance between the phase centers of the K-band ranging assembly
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of the two satellites. For precise range measurements, the phase center should be
aligned with the line-of-sight (los), but in reality there is an offset between the
phase center and the los (see Fig. 3.2). This could be due to external and internal
perturbations on the satellite. Therefore, the measured range and range-rate observations are corrected to get their values along the los vector (Herman et al., 2004).
These corrections are called antenna phase center offset corrections (aoc) which are
discussed in detail in Section 3.3.
The maintenance of the pointing between the two satellites in their orbit is one
of the most difficult and important tasks. The variations in the pointing angles
should be kept minimum as they directly affect the measured range observations.
There are dead bands defined for the maximum allowed pointing variations between
the two satellites. These dead bands are defined for the roll, pitch and yaw axis,
respectively, see Table 3.1 (b.).

(a.)

Pointing angles

dead band limit (mrad)

Roll
Pitch
Yaw

2
4
4 (since 2002)
4.4 (since October 2007)
4.8 (since June 2008)
5.2 (since January 2012)
(b.)

Figure 3.1: (a.) Depiction of roll, pitch and yaw axes in the grace spacecraft. (b.)
The dead band limits for the three pointing angles in grace (Herman et al., 2004;
Herman and Steinhoff, 2012)
Since the pointing information of the satellites is derived from the attitude data,
the precision of the attitude data is crucial for precise pointing. The precision of
the attitude is also important for the gravity field determination because it directly
affects the precision of the range observations in two ways. First, the range observations are corrected for these pointing imperfections, so called aoc, using the
attitude data (see Fig. 3.2). These corrections are applied to the range observations
in post-processing to get these observations along the los of the two spacecraft. Second, the range observations are also corrected for the effects of the non-gravitational
accelerations acting on the satellite. Accelerometers are used to measure the non44
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Figure 3.2: (a.) The antenna phase center offset ( aoc) is defined by the angle
(Θ) between the two KBR phase centers and the center of mass ( com) of the two
satellites. (b.) Variations in angle (Θ) at every epoch because the angle varies with
the change of satellite orientation.

gravitational accelerations acting on the satellites. The accelerometer observations,
which are provided in the instrument frame (here it is the Accelerometer frame), are
rotated into the eci frame of reference using the attitude data. Then, the orbit is
corrected for the effect of non-gravitational forces acting on the satellites. Therefore,
an understanding of the precision of the attitude is important in order to understand
the effects of pointing on the range observations.
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3.2

GRACE attitude - its characteristics and errors

For grace gravity field processing, star cameras are the main sensors for providing attitude information due to their high accuracy. Currently, the main gravity
field processing centers (jpl, csr, gfz) derive the attitude from the two star camera
data sets. The derived attitude data is available as sca1b product to the grace
science community. As it is one of the many input datasets used in the gravity field
computation, an understanding of its characteristics is important for the attitude
error analysis of the grace mission. Also, there is no attitude or star camera error
model available till today. Thus, full understanding of the attitude errors is highly
required as it might be one of the major error contributions. During the lifetime of
grace, studies had been carried out with focus on the quality of the star camera
data, their characteristics and errors (Bandikova, 2015; Bandikova et al., 2012; Horwath et al., 2011; Inácio et al., 2015). Thanks to these contributions, a significant
improvement was achieved in the understanding of star camera data characteristics
and the importance of their accuracy in grace.
Horwath et al. (2011) has shown evidence of a bias in the antenna phase center
corrections and its impact on the gravity field. This investigation led to updated
antenna phase center coordinates with reprocessed antenna phase center offset corrections. The reprocessed antenna phase center offset corrections are provided in
the version 2 kbr1b data since 2012.
Bandikova et al. (2012) presented an analysis of the star camera data characteristics
and their systematic errors. Later, Bandikova and Flury (2014) reprocessed the
grace star camera data (sca level 1a to sca level 1b processing) by combining
the star camera data as described in Romans (2003) and Wu et al. (2006). Their
results showed that the standard sca1b data was erroneous due to an incorrect
implementation of the star camera processing routines. Systematic errors in the
star camera data were reduced significantly. The differences between the recovered
gravity field from the sca1b star camera data and the reprocessed star camera data
were in millimeters in terms of geoid height. The reprocessed data is also used in
this work to analyze the range-rate residuals with respect to attitude errors.
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Ko and Eanes (2015) further investigated the star camera errors’ impact on the gravity field solutions by experimenting with different filter bandwidths applied during
star camera data processing (l1a to l1b processing) and compared their results
with the correct implementation of the star camera data combination as presented
by Bandikova and Flury (2014). The comparisons showed that the correctly implemented star camera data combination based gravity field solution was the best
among all.
Inácio et al. (2015) has studied the attitude errors and their impact on the gravity
field in order to compute the budget of the attitude errors. The study showed that
the attitude errors were dominant in the frequency band of 3 - 10 mhz. This band
is also important for the grace gravity field solutions as most of the geophysical
signals lie in the same range. Hence, the authors concluded that an improvement in
attitude would improve the accuracy of the gravity field.
Harvey (2016) investigated the entire star camera data processing software onboard
grace and concluded that there are bugs even in the onboard star camera processing
software. The stellar aberration correction applied to the star camera quaternions
was computed on the basis of the ecef velocity rather than the eci velocity. This
produces twice-per-revolution inter camera biases. The once-per-revolution star
camera noise was found to be dependent on the number of stars in the field-of-view
of the star cameras along with the thermal conditions of the spacecraft. For details
see Harvey (2016). As a result of these findings, the reprocessing of star camera
data including the combination of star camera data with the angular accelerations
from the accelerometers has been decided by jpl, nasa. The reprocessed attitude
data (sca1b) and antenna phase center offset corrections (kbr1b) will be provided
as version 3 l1b data product.
On the basis of the previous work, the following reasons for the limited accuracy
of the star camera based attitude solution have been found:
(1.) In one grace spacecraft, there are two star cameras mounted on each of
the lateral sides of the spacecraft (see Fig. 4.9). Ideally they both should provide
attitude information of the satellite at any instant of time but, due to the orbital
configuration, there are time periods when one of the star cameras is blinded by
sun for a period of 161 days and by moon for every 26 days. These effects are
called as Sun and Moon intrusions. Examples are given in Fig. 3.4 (D). Thus,
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one of the main limitations is the unavailability of the data of both star cameras
simultaneously. Due to the periodic blinding of one of the star cameras by sun or
moon, attitude is obtained from one star camera only for significantly large periods
of time.
Star camera data (sca1b) is computed by an optimal combination of the data of
the two star cameras (Romans, 2003) (here, they are referred to as head#1 and
head#2 ). But due to the intrusions there are periods when the data of only a single
star camera is available, hence no combination is possible. The disadvantage of
the single star camera solution is that it suffers from anisotropic errors (especially
in the pitch and yaw axes) which increases the errors in the attitude observations.
The combined solution from the two star cameras reduces these errors significantly,
hence, increases the accuracy of the attitude observations (Bandikova, 2015).
(2.) As mentioned by Herman et al. (2004), another limitation of the star camera
based attitude solution is the different accuracies of each of the two star camera
heads. The accuracy of the attitude reduced when it is estimated from the less
accurate single star camera head (‘worst’). However, the accuracy of the ‘worst’
star camera head did not reach below the mission requirements. Bandikova (2015)
analyzed the performance of each star camera head for the year 2008 and showed
that on both satellites, the accuracy of star camera head#2 was better than head#1.
The accuracy analysis was performed for four star camera heads. The measurement
accuracy was measured as the mean noise level of rotation about the star camera
frame axis (x , y and z ) in the frequency band 0.1 - 0.5 hz. Their comparison is
shown in Table 3.1. Note that the nominal accuracy for x and y axes was 30 µrad
and for z axis, it was 240 µrad.
Overall, their performance was better than the mission requirements but when
compared with each other, one head of each spacecraft was better than the other
despite of their similar constructional geometry. Generally, the performance of the
star cameras in the direction of the roll axis is precise. However, the accuracy of
the pitch and yaw axes is affected most due to the differences in the accuracies of
the two star cameras. Variations in the pitch angles of the two grace satellites for
the year 2007 and 2008 are shown in Fig. 3.4 (B). Similar are the variations on the
yaw angles, thus, they are not shown here. The systematic effects dependent on the
differences in the accuracy of the star camera head can be seen in the pitch angle
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Table 3.1: Measurement accuracy of two star camera heads onboard grace-a and
grace-b during 2008 as investigated by Bandikova (2015). Accuracies are given in
the star camera frame of reference.

GRACE-A
head#1
head#2
GRACE-B
head#1
head#2

x (µrad)

y (µrad)

z (µrad)

25
25

18
22

235
170

32
20

32
14

240
140

while comparing the panel (B) and (D) of Fig. 3.4.
(3.) Besides these two major error sources, the star camera performance is
also affected by the onboard satellite maneuvers such as center of mass calibration
(com), heating set point related switching events which are referred to as dshl events
(Kruizinga, 2004), and the attitude control activation events from the thrusters and
magnetic torquer currents. Comparison of the plots (A) and (B) of Fig. 3.4 reveal
the impact of high thruster activities on the pitch angle observations, for example,
between day 500 and 600 on grace-b and from day 350 to 500 on grace-a. The
pitch angle is mainly controlled by the currents flowing through the three magnetic
torquer rods. The roll and yaw angles are mainly controlled by the thrusters as they
are difficult to control by the magnetic torquer rod currents at the places where the
magnetic field lines are parallel to the these pointing axes (Bandikova et al., 2012).
Therefore, effects related to strong variations in the magnetic torquer rod currents
(shown in Fig. 3.3) are also affecting the pitch variations. The current variations
in magnetic torquer rods depend on the active star camera head. That is why the
period of 161 days of similar current variations is seen in Fig. 3.3.
As shown by Bandikova and Flury (2014), the combination of the data of two
star camera heads reduces the errors in attitude significantly. Thus, with the idea
of combining all available attitude information, further approaches were developed
to combine the data from other attitude sensors. For example, the imu provides
angular rates, the accelerometer provides angular accelerations along with the linear
accelerations. The information from these two sensors can be combined with that
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Figure 3.3: Absolute magnitude of the magnetic torquer currents in the three rods of
grace-a and grace-b in 2007 and 2008.
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(D) Intrusions

(C) Pitch #1-#2

(B) Pitch #1

(A) Thruster firings
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Figure 3.4: An illustration of pointing variations in (B) and the effects of the attitude
control sensors (A) on them in 2007 and 2008. In (C) differences between the pitch
angles from data #1 and #2 are shown (cf. Table 3.2) along with their dependency
on the star cameras availability shown in (D).
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of the star camera quaternions to get improved attitude data. Unfortunately, imus
failed 1.5 hours after launch of the satellite, so their data is not available, but angular
accelerations from the accelerometers are available (Dunn et al., 2002).
Klinger and Mayer-Gürr (2014) attempted to combine the star camera data with
the angular accelerations from the accelerometers and investigated its impact on the
gravity field solutions (itsg-2014) computed up to degree and order 90. Their results
showed slight improvements in geoid height for degrees above 30. The replacement
of the sca1b data by the combined attitude data was one of the many improvements
in the itsg-2014 processing chain. The other improvements were outlier detection
and removal from the accelerometer data, updated background models, covariance
modeling of noise and co-estimation of daily solutions up to degree and order 40.
Therefore, it is difficult to say whether the improvement was mainly achieved by
the combined attitude data or by the overall contribution of all above mentioned
processing steps in the parameter estimation. This fused attitude data has been
used in computing the gravity field model itsg-2014, the residuals of which are
used in this work. Thus, this data is analyzed in this work for the identification of
attitude errors in the range-rate residuals. The reprocessed attitude data computed
by Klinger and Mayer-Gürr (2014) was estimated from the combination of star camera quaternions and angular accelerations using a least squares variance component
estimation approach. Since the attitude is obtained by combining or fusing together
the two different datasets, it is also called fused attitude dataset.
The attitude errors are analyzed by comparing the pointing angles computed
from two different attitude datasets. As mentioned earlier, the error models of the
star camera are unknown till today. Thus, it is difficult to analyze their errors. By
taking advantage of reprocessed attitude results and comparing them, the characteristics of errors in the attitude datasets as well as in the residuals are studied in
this thesis. Here, the used attitude datasets are jpl provided star camera attitude
(sca1b) which is represented as #1 and the fused attitude data which is represented
as #2 (also listed in Table 3.2). The pointing angles are computed from both of
them as explained in Appendix A. The comparison between the pointing angles
show that the differences between the roll angles are very small as compared to the
pitch and yaw angles (cf. Fig. 3.5). It is due to the fact that the roll angles obtained
from the star cameras are very precise and their variations remained mostly within
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Table 3.2: Description of different attitude datasets used in this thesis. For details
see text.
Attitude data set

Description

#1
#2
#3
#4

SCA1B (Standard JPL Product)
SCA1B combined with angular accelerations of ACC1B
Reprocessed SCA only attitude at IfE, Hannover
Reprocessed SCA (#3) combined with angular accelerations of ACC1B

the dead band limits. On the other hand, pitch and yaw angles are less precise,
hence their differences are large (cf. Fig. 3.5). The differences between the pitch
0.5

[mrad]

roll

pitch

yaw

0.15

0

0.1
0.05
0

-0.5
2.8136

2.8136

2.8136

[gps seconds]
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×108

-0.05
-0.1
-0.15

Figure 3.5: Differences between roll, pitch and yaw angles of grace-a computed
from attitude dataset #1 and #2 plotted for 5 minutes of December 1, 2008. Zoomin plot shows differences for 1 minute.
angles computed from two datasets are shown in Fig. 3.4 (C) for the two years 2007
and 2008. Their differences show the overall performance of the fused attitude data.
For the time when the primary camera (head#1 ) was blinded and data from the
secondary camera was used (see panel (4) of Fig. 3.4 for active star camera heads),
high differences in the pitch angles indicate the significant improvements from the
fused attitude data. When the data from the primary star camera was available and
the secondary camera was blinded, the accuracy of the two pitch angles is equivalent
as the differences are very small between the two. It means, the more accurate star
camera leads to the smallest noise level in the attitude combination as compared to
the combination with the less accurate star camera. The differences also indicate
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improvements due to fused attitude during the times when thrusters were fired for
attitude control.
These differences in the two pointing angles indicate the attitude errors which
are reduced by using the fused attitude data. These errors propagate to the range
measurements through aoc and linear accelerations and affect their precision. The
details are studied in the following section.

3.3

Attitude error propagation into the rangerate observations

The attitude information is used in the data preprocessing for global gravity
field parameter estimation. The kbr antenna phase center offset corrections (aoc),
gps phase center corrections, rotation of the linear accelerations of the accelerometers from science reference frame (srf) to eci reference frame require attitude
information. Therefore, the attitude errors are likely to be propagated through
these observations. Here, the impact of attitude on the kbr aoc and on the linear
accelerations of the accelerometers are investigated.

3.3.1

Error propagation via antenna offset corrections

The range-rate aoc are provided in the kbr1b data along with the range and
range-rate observations. In the itsg-2014 solutions, the aoc are computed as
AOC = |PhC| cos θ

= [eAB · (R(SRF−>ECI),A PhCA )] − [eAB · (R(SRF−>ECI),B PhCB )],

3.1

where eAB is the normalised satellite position vector of grace-a w.r.t. grace-b.
Angle θ is the angle between the line joining the satellite’s center of mass and the
line joining the k-band antenna horn as shown in Fig. 3.2. PhC is the phase
vector (provided in the vkb1b product) which has a length of ≈ 1.47 m for each
satellite. R(SRF−>ECI) is the matrix representing the rotation from srf to eci frame
of reference. The rotation matrix is computed from the attitude quaternions as
given in Eq. A.6 of Appendix A.
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The two sets of aoc re-computed from the two attitude datasets, namely #1
and #2, are compared by computing differences between them (see Table 3.2 for
details). In Fig. 3.6 (a.) the comparison of the time-series of the two aoc and their
differences show the reduction in high-frequency noise in aoc#2. The differences
are large when attitude #1 is computed from the single star camera head solution
whereby they are small when attitude #1 is computed from both star camera heads.
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(a.)
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Figure 3.6: (a.) In the upper panel, AOC computed from sca1b data #1 and
fused data #2 are shown for 3 revolutions on December 1, 2008. The reduced highfrequency noise in AOC #2 is the reason for the large differences between the two
shown in the lower panel. The high-frequency noise reduces specifically where the
sca1b is obtained from just one star camera head. Blue box highlighting ‘head#1’
in both panel shows that the head#1 was blinded during this time and sca1b attitude
is obtained from head#2 only. (b.) PSDs of the two AOC show that the aoc#2 has
reduced high-frequency noise above 5.5 mhz or 28 cpr.
It means, the combination with the angular accelerations is like adding additional
attitude information which reduces the errors due to inaccuracies in a single star
camera solution. The psds of two aoc in Fig. 3.6 (b.) show that the aoc computed
from the attitude data #2 significantly improves the observations above a frequency
of 5.5 mhz. This is due to the better precision of the angular accelerations in high
frequencies where the star cameras are limited.
The precision of the aoc is mainly affected by the imprecise pitch and yaw axes.
They both are improved for frequencies above 5.5 mhz (28 cpr) when fused attitude
data is used. For example, a comparison between the psd of roll, pitch, yaw angles
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Figure 3.7: PSDs of pointing angles compared with the aoc for december 1, 2008.
They show the clear improvement in pointing along the pitch and yaw axes from
attitude data #2, also improving aoc#2. The high-frequency noise is reduced above
5.5 mhz or 28 cpr due to the combined angular accelerations.
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and the aoc in Fig. 3.7 shows that the pitch and yaw angles both are improved
due to attitude data #2 in frequencies above 5.5 mhz. Similar effects can be seen in
the psd of the two aoc. The roll axis measurements are already precise from the
star camera only attitude. Thus there is only slight improvement in the frequencies
above 50 mhz (Goswami et al., 2018b).
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the aoc based on the four attitude datasets for December
1, 2008 (cf. Table 3.2). The PSDs start to deviate after 28 cpr where deviations
are significantly large after 112 cpr.
Similarly, the four aoc are computed for each attitude case as described in Table
3.2 and compared together for December 2008. Their psds (cf. Fig. 3.8) indicate
the spectral behavior of all four cases. As mentioned in section 3.2, the attitude
product sca1b (#1) provided by jpl contains high anisotropic errors due to the
implementation of an incorrect combination algorithm. The use of the correct combination algorithm improves the star camera attitude by minimizing its anisotropic
errors. This correctly combined star camera data product is #3 here which reduces
the high-frequency errors in the aoc measurements as compared to attitude #1.
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The fusion of the correctly combined star camera attitude (#3) with the angular
accelerations leads to a further significant reduction of high frequency errors in the
aoc measurements. The aoc product #4 benefits significantly from the improved
pitch and yaw axes information.

3.3.2

Error propagation via linear accelerations

The attitude errors are also likely to be propagated through the linear acceleration observations from the accelerometers. The linear accelerations provided in
the acc1b product are given in the srf. They are rotated into the eci frame of
reference as
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ẍi
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= RSRF−>ECI 


z̈i



,

3.2

SRF

where i ∈ grace-a, grace-b, (ẍ, ÿ, z̈) are the linear accelerations along the three

axes and RSRF−>ECI is the rotation matrix computed from attitude quaternions (Eq.
A.6 of Appendix A). These linear accelerations in the eci reference frame are used to
reduce the effects of non-gravitational accelerations from the range-rate observations
(see Eq. 1.1).
A comparison of the impact of the two attitude datasets (#1 and #2) on the in-

dividual accelerations from grace-a and grace-b is shown in Fig. 3.9. The linear
accelerations shown in the Fig. 3.9 are given in the eci frame of reference rotated
using attitude data #1 and #2, respectively. The two sets of linear accelerations
show very small impact of the different attitude results in their PSDs, mostly at
very high frequencies (above 10/20 mhz).
The PSDs of their differences highlight the contribution of attitude errors into
each axis of both accelerometers. The differences are compared with the expected
sensor noise level for those individual axes (shown as ‘Error model’ in Fig. 3.9).
Differences in the y-axes accelerations are always below or at the sensor noise level
meaning that the impact of attitude errors on the y-axes is not significant. The
differences in the x- and z-axes of grace-b accelerations are also lower than the
noise level at frequencies below 3.5 mhz whereas the differences are higher almost
by a factor of 10 at frequencies above 3.5 mhz. The differences in the x-axes of
grace-a are always above the noise level and are significantly large at frequencies
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of the psds of the two sets of linear accelerations in the eci
frame of reference rotated using attitude #1 and #2 for december 1, 2008. In each
case, differences are visible at very high frequencies (> 70 mhz) only. Also their
differences are shown and compared with the noise models of corresponding axes.
above 3.5 mhz. Among all, the differences in the z-axes of grace-a are significantly
higher, almost a factor of 10 at low frequencies and even more in high frequencies.
Note that the large differences in the frequencies above 30 mhz does not affect the
gravity field models because the accelerometer data is high-pass filtered above that
frequency. However, large differences in the frequency range 3 to 10 mhz indicate
that the attitude errors propagated through the accelerometer are also present in
the range-rate observations along with the ones which are propagated through aoc.
This is another reason behind the large differences between the sensor noise level
and the current level of the range-rate residuals. Similar results are obtained for the
four attitude datasets.
Improvements in the linear accelerations due to the attitude merely affect the
global gravity field solutions computed up to degree and order approximately 100.
It is due to two main reasons: first, as mentioned above, the accelerometer data
is high-pass filtered and hence there remains no signal or error to be propagated
to the range-rate observations. Second, in high frequencies, the grace is limited
primarily by the system noise of the k-band microwave ranging system (see Chapter
4 for details). Thus, an impact due to the improved linear accelerations can hardly
be seen.
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3.4

Post-fit residual analysis with focus on attitude errors

In this section, the analysis of post-fit range-rate residuals is presented with
focus on attitude errors which have been described in the previous sections. The
analysis of the postfits discussed here is based on the two attitude data sets i.e.,
#1 and #2 (see Table 3.2 for data description). In order to analyze the attitude
error characteristics in the post-fit residuals, first, monthly gravity field solutions
are computed for each month of 2007 and 2008, along with their residuals. One set
of solution and residuals is computed using the itsg-2014 processing chain with
the star camera product sca1b, i.e. #1. Another set is computed using the fused
attitude product #2. The processing chain of itsg-2014 gravity field models is
described in Chapter 1. The two sets of residuals computed from attitude data #1
and #2 are represented as ê#1 and ê#2 . Second, the two sets of post-fit residuals
are analyzed for each month. Since the post-fit residuals are obtained using the full
processing chain of gravity field parameter estimation, it is possible that the attitude
errors investigated in Section 3.3 may be absorbed by the estimated parameters.
Otherwise, the range-rate residuals must contain them.
Analyzing the residuals (ê#1 and ê#2 ) by comparing their psds as shown in the
upper panel of Fig. 3.10 indicates small differences between them. The differences
are visible in the frequency range of 5.5 - 60 mhz (28 - 335 cpr). The frequency
5.5 mhz is related to aoc (as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3.10). The aoc
are significantly improved in the frequencies above 5.5 mhz when using the attitude
data #2. The improvement is largely due to the reduced high-frequency noise in
the pitch and yaw angles beyond this frequency. The psd of the differences of
the residuals ê#1 and ê#2 indicates the contribution of attitude errors (shown in
the upper panel of Fig. 3.10). The differences are mostly below the sensor noise
level except in frequencies between 5.5 to 20 mhz. The high differences in residuals
between frequency 5.5 to 20 mhz come from the differences between the two set of
aoc as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3.10. The frequencies 5.5 and 20 mhz are
highlighted with a red color arrow. It indicates that the attitude errors are largely
propagated through the aoc. However, the proportion of errors propagated through
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Figure 3.10: Upper panel: PSDs of post-fit residuals (ê#1 and ê#2 ) compared with
the KBR and ACC noise models for december 2008. Lower panel: aoc from the
attitude data (#1 and #2). The two PSDs of the residuals deviate at 5.5 mhz where
the two AOCs deviate as well. This behavior indicates that attitude errors in the
residuals propagate through AOCs.
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the accelerometers can not be ignored as they are also prominent in this frequency
band. But, no significant contribution of attitude errors propagated from linear
accelerations are seen in the low frequencies. For example, large differences are seen
in the low frequencies of x- and z-axes of the linear accelerations but the attitude
errors in low-frequency residuals are below the sensor noise level (cf. Fig. 3.9).
As seen in the upper panel of Fig. 3.10, both psds are dominated by the accelerometer and k-band instrument noise on both ends. The magnitude of the residuals in the frequency range (5.5 - 60 mhz) where attitude data effects are visible, is
very small compared to the accelerometer and k-band instrument noise. It renders
it difficult to analyse the attitude errors propagated into those frequencies. Thus,
the differences between residuals ê#1 and ê#2 are more appropriate to study the attitude errors present in them. Their differences would reduce all the accelerometer
and kbr instrument noise from the residuals and highlight the attitude errors propagated to the residuals. But these differences can indicate the propagated attitude
errors only if they are not absorbed by the estimated parameters (monthly gravity field parameters, daily orbit state parameters, periodic accelerometer scale and
bias). Thus, the differences will indicate whether the attitude errors are propagated
to the gravity field parameters or not.
The differences are analyzed on the argument of latitude and time plots as they are
helpful in getting knowledge on the attitude error characteristics propagated into
the post-fit residuals. Absolute differences between the residuals ê#1 and ê#2 are
computed and compared with differences between the two sets of aoc in Fig. 3.11. It
is interesting to note that the magnitude of the differences between the two aoc and
the post-fit residuals is the same. It indicates that a large amount of attitude errors
which propagate through the aoc measurements ends up in the post-fit residuals.
Thus, their impact on the gravity field solutions must be negligible as they are not
absorbed by the gravity field parameters, i.e. Stokes coefficients. The differences
are large during the time when one star camera head was blinded by sun and moon
intrusions in any of the two grace satellites. Note that the residual differences and
the aoc differences contain pointing errors from the two grace satellites. The postfit residuals also show the effect of pointing inaccuracies due to the availability of star
camera heads with different accuracies. Analysis of the differences in the argument
of latitude and time domain helps to understand the physical error characteristics
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of the data. These errors are related to the differences between single star camera
solutions, effects of attitude control sensors on the observations, etc. The error
characteristics are illustrated in Fig. 3.11. It shows that a large amount of attitude
related systematic errors are part of the residuals. Also, correlation coefficients are
computed once per day, shown in Fig. 3.12 for each month of 2007 and 2008. The
strong correlations between the differenced residuals and aoc also indicate that the
major attitude error contributors to the range-rate observations are aoc and most
of the attitude errors end up in the range-rate residuals (Goswami et al., 2018b).
Tamara Bandikova shared the attitude product #3 for december 2008 (Bandikova
and Flury, 2014). The gravity field solutions were computed using this dataset and
fusing this star camera data with angular accelerations from the accelerometer. The
attitude product was combined and provided by Beate Klinger (TU Graz) which is
referred to as #4 in this thesis. The individual sets of residuals (ê3 and ê4 ) are ob10 -6
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Figure 3.13: PSDs of the post-fit residuals ê1 , ê2 , ê3 , ê4 for December 2008. The
four sets of residuals are compared with the accelerometer and K-band system noise
models. Differences in the frequency range 5 - 20 mhz are shown as zoom-in plot in
the side panel.
tained by replacing only the attitude product in the gravity field processing chain.
When the psds of four sets of residuals are compared together, they all indicate
noticeable differences between 28 and 112 cpr (see Fig. 3.13). It means that atti64
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tude errors in grace are largely present in the frequency range 5.5 - 10 mhz or 28
- 112 cpr.

3.5

How do attitude errors affect gravity field solutions?

In the previous sections, the error characteristics of the grace attitude has been
discussed. The grace attitude errors are amplified in the pitch and yaw directions,
especially in cases where the data from only one star camera head is available.
These pitch and yaw errors propagate to the range-rates through the antenna offset
corrections along with the linear accelerations.
In this section, the impact of the identified errors in the post-fit range-rate residuals on the gravity field solutions are investigated. It is quantified in closed loop
simulation scenarios. Note that the star camera errors are not modeled, but the
post-fit range-rate residuals are utilized here to determine the impact of attitude
errors on the gravity field solutions. The attitude errors are computed by subtracting the two sets of residuals because it is helpful in separating them from the rest
of the dominating errors in the residuals. The monthly gravity field solutions are
computed for each month of 2007 and 2008.

3.5.1

Simulation scenario

The impact of the identified attitude errors on the gravity field solutions is investigated in closed loop simulation scenarios considering different cases.
Case 1: Gravity field solutions are computed with noise added to the noise-free
range-rate observations (ρ̇). The magnitude of the noise added to the observations
is given in Table 3.3. The accelerometer noise and the ranging noise have spectral
characteristics similar to the colored pink (1/f ) and violet noise (f ) (Keshner, 1982;
Zhang and Schwarz, 1996). Thus, the colored noise terminologies are also used to
refer to the noise of these instruments. The noisy range-rate observations (ρ̇1 ) are
computed as follows:
First, the simulated pink noise representing the accelerometer noise is used to
integrate the orbit. Then, the range-rates are computed from the integrated orbits
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Table 3.3: Description of the noise added to the observations in the simulation cases
1 and 2.
Noise

noise type

magnitude of noise (σ)

units

orbit (r)

white noise

0.03

m

accelerometer

K-band ranging
star camera

along-track
across-track
radial

pink noise (∼ 1/f )
3 × 10−10
3 × 10−9
3 × 10−10

violet noise (∼ f )
white noise

2.5 × 10−7
5 × 10−5

m/s2
m/s2
m/s2
m/s
mrad

of both spacecraft. Simulated violet noise is added to the range-rates. The violet
and the pink noise are derived by differentiating and double differentiating the white
noise using a charge routing network (crn-) filter. White noise of the star camera
is added via the simulated antenna center offset corrections. From the simulated
orbits, kinematic orbits are derived by adding 3 cm positioning noise to each axis.
The simulated noise in each case reflects the errors integrated over the relevant
frequency bandwidth. Thus, the total noise  contains the noise of orbit, star camera,
ranging and the accelerometer noise. Hence the range-rate observations containing
noise  are represented as
ρ̇1 = ρ̇ + .

3.3

In order to determine the noise floor, different noise realizations were simulated
which are denoted here as 0 for all noise sources mentioned in Table 3.3. The
gravity field solutions are computed from the range-rate observations (ρ̇01 ) containing
different noise realizations each time,
ρ̇01 = ρ̇ + 0 ,

3.4

where  and 0 are obtained from the same noise distribution. Differences between
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the gravity field solutions computed from different realizations define the noise floor
which is plotted in red color in the left panel of Fig. 3.14.
In case 2, case 3 and case 4 which are discussed below, the differenced set of
residuals are considered as the attitude errors. Differences are taken in order to extract the attitude errors from the post-fit range-rate residuals. As discussed earlier,
these differences between the post-fit residuals computed from attitude dataset #1
and #2 reflect the attitude errors very well (cf. Fig. 3.11). Thus, they are considered as the error model and mapped on the gravity field solutions. The differences
between various sets of residuals w.r.t. ê#1 give the attitude errors with respect
to the standard attitude data sca1b, for example, shown in Table 3.4. The root
mean square (rms) values of the attitude errors for December 2008 show that the
residual differences between ê#1 and ê#4 capture high attitude errors which are due
to two reasons: incorrect implementation of the attitude data combination and large
high-frequency errors which got reduced due to angular accelerations. Note that ê12
in Table 3.4 refers to the differences between post-fit residuals ê#1 and ê#2 and so
on.
Table 3.4: Statistical and physical description of the errors obtained from different
sets of post-fit range-rate residuals for December 2008.
Errors

RMS
(µm/s)

origin of errors

ê12
ê13

0.0492
0.1807

ê14

0.3814

errors mainly of high-frequency star camera noise
errors due to the incorrect data combination algorithm of star camera datasets
combined errors due to incorrect data combination
algorithm and angular acceleration errors due to
its fusion

Case 2: The range-rate observations (ρ̇1 ) computed in Eq. 3.3 for each month
and the monthly set of differenced residuals are added together as
ρ̇2 = ρ̇1 + ê12 .

3.5
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The monthly set of residuals (ê12 ) is computed as
ê12 = ê#1 − ê#2 ,

3.6

where ê#1 and ê#2 are the post-fit range-rate residuals obtained after gravity field
estimation using star camera datasets #1 and #2, respectively. ê12 represents the
attitude errors which are reduced due to the fusion of star camera data with the
angular accelerations from the accelerometer.
The differences between the two gravity field solutions are computed using observations from case 1 and case 2 as


2
= (Clm )#1 − (Clm )#2
δClm



δSlm = (Slm )#1 − (Slm )#2
2

2

2

3.7

,

and, their geoid degree amplitudes are computed as
geoid degree amplitudes = δσl × R where,
δσl =

v
u l
uX
t
(δC 2

2
lm + δSlm ).

3.8

m=0

R is the radius of the earth. The geoid degree amplitudes are presented in the
left panel of Fig. 3.14. The differences indicate the impact of the added attitude
errors on the gravity field solutions. The differences are an order of magnitude
below the predicted grace baseline, almost for all months of the years 2007 and
2008. Irregular differences are observed in the low degrees for all months. Possible
reasons behind them could be due to either differences in the noise realizations used
to compute the gravity field solution or due to the attitude errors added to them.
In order to investigate these differences further, they are compared with the noise
floor determined using Eq. 3.4. This comparison indicates that these differences are
mainly caused by the different noise realizations added to the noise-free range-rate
observations.
Further, two other sets of differences, ê13 and ê14 , (case 3 and case 4) are also
tested. The estimated gravity field solutions from the four cases are compared then
for december 2008.
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Case 3: Here, the differences between residual set ê#1 and ê#3 are computed
for december 2008 and are added to the range-rate observations (ρ̇1 ) as
ê13 = ê#1 − ê#3 ,

3.9

ρ̇3 = ρ̇1 + ê13 .

The ê13 represent the attitude errors reduced due to an incorrect combination of
the two star camera datasets.
Case 4: Here, the differences between residual set ê#1 and ê#4 are computed
for december 2008 and are added to the range-rate observations (ρ̇1 ) as
ê14 = ê#1 − ê#4 ,

3.10

ρ̇4 = ρ̇1 + ê14 ,

ê14 represents the errors reduced due to incorrect combination of the two star camera
datasets and the errors reduced due to the fusion with angular accelerations from
the accelerometers.
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Figure 3.14: Left: Differences between the monthly gravity field solutions of case 2
and case 1 for 2007 and 2008. Right: Degree amplitudes of gravity field solutions
computed in all four error cases for december 2008.
The gravity field solutions computed for december 2008 are compared together
for the four cases and shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.14. The comparison of the
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four solutions shows, how, step by step, improvements in the attitude errors impact
the gravity field solutions.
The comparison between the four solutions is captivating because it explains how
the various systematic attitude errors affect the gravity field solutions. The solution
computed from ê12 indicates a small improvement to the solution obtained from case
1 computed from errors ê. It is simply because ê12 contains mainly high-frequency
errors reduced due to the fusion of angular accelerations. The very small effect in
low frequencies is responsible for the small impact on the gravity field solutions
computed up to degree 60. It also explains the reason why the differences shown
in the left panel of Fig. 3.14 are close to the noise floor. The solution computed
from ê13 contains the attitude errors due to the incorrect combination of data of
two available star camera heads. The correct combination of the star camera heads
improved the accuracy of the star camera attitude data which is prominent at low
frequencies. Thus, the errors show significant impact on the gravity field in the
considered simulation scenario especially after degree 15. The solution computed
from ê14 contains errors due to incorrect star camera data combination along with
high-frequency errors which are reduced by including angular accelerations from the
accelerometers. The set of residuals ê14 and ê13 have biggest impact among all the
cases when compared to the solution computed from ê. Differences of one order
of magnitude exists between the solutions obtained from ê14 or ê13 and ê which
is a significant number in assessing the precision of gravity field solutions. The
impact is significantly large such that it reaches the grace baseline. Effects up
to degree 30 are observed when compared to the solution ê13 . A large impact of
the solutions from errors ê13 and ê14 indicates that the systematic attitude noise
reduction from the range-rate observations has great potential for improving the
gravity field solutions.
Recent findings by Harvey (2016) indicated that the attitude computed from star
cameras contain other errors due to bugs present in the onboard data processing
software. If those errors altogether will be corrected and investigated in similar
simulations, it can be expected that the contribution of the attitude errors will
reach above the baseline. Even in our case, the contribution reflected by the ê14
solution clearly indicates a large scope of reducing the systematic attitude errors in
the gravity field solutions.
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3.6

Summary

First, the attitude errors and their sources have been reviewed and discussed.
Due to systematics present in the attitude determination, the pitch and yaw accuracies are affected the most. This has been studied by taking the advantage of
reprocessed attitude data #2 which is computed by the combination of star camera
and angular acceleration data. The comparison between attitude data #1 and #2
(cf. Table 3.2) reveals a significant reduction of errors in the pitch and yaw angles.
The roll angles are similar in performance for both attitude datasets. A similar
characteristics has been seen for the antenna phase center offset corrections.
Second, it is shown that the attitude errors propagate into the range-rate observations through the antenna phase center corrections and linear accelerations.
Among the two, the error contribution by the antenna phase center corrections are
significant (cf. Fig. 3.9 & 3.7). The almost equal amplitude of the antenna phase
center correction errors and the post-fit residuals indicates that most of these errors
are propagated to the residuals. The accelerometer observations are affected by attitude errors at very high frequencies (>35 mhz). Also, these errors propagate to
the post-fit range-rate residuals.
Third, the impact of attitude errors on the gravity field solutions has been discussed. The investigated attitude errors remain below the grace baseline for almost
all months. However, the attitude errors (ê14 ), which represent the improvements
after combining the correctly implemented sca data with the angular accelerations
from the accelerometers, show a significant impact on the gravity field solutions
which reaches the grace baseline (cf. Fig. 3.14). It clearly shows how crucial it is
to further improve the attitude products in order to reduce the related errors in the
gravity field solutions.
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Inter-satellite
ranging
errors in range-rate residuals
4.1

Inter-satellite ranging

The key science instrument of the grace mission is the k-band microwave ranging assembly which measures the phase modulated on the two frequencies namely
k- (24 ghz) and ka-band (32 ghz). The two phases are transmitted between the two
spacecraft. These phase measurements are combined together to get the dual one
way range (dowr) measurements (cf. Fig. 4.1 step 3). The change in the range
depends on the changes in the gravity field of the earth. The precision of these
dowr measurements is at the micrometers level (Steitz et al., 2002). The process of
combining phase measurements to get the range observations is called the standard
kbr1a to kbr1b processing (Ko, 2008; Wu et al., 2006). Steps of this processing
are briefly described in Fig. 4.1. As shown in step 3, the dowr is low-pass filtered
(cut-off 0.1 mhz) and the biased range is obtained. The biased range measurements
are the products provided in the standard kbr1b dataset and are used in the gravity
field recovery. These range measurements represent the range change between the
kbr phase centers (shown in Fig. 3.2 (a.)).
In order to estimate the gravity field parameters, however, the measurements must
represent the range change along the line-of-sight (los) (cf. Fig. 3.2 (a.)). Ideally,
the phase centers should co-incide with the los but, due to geometrical asymmetry
of the grace spacecraft, they do not. Therefore, the antenna offset corrections
(aoc) are applied to the range measurements to represent the observations along
los. More details about antenna offset corrections are explained in Chapter 3.
Since one spacecraft is leading and another is trailing, their time of flight is different
which also needs to be accounted for in the gravity field recovery. Therefore, the
light time corrections

1

are applied to the range observations to reduce the errors

1

The dual one way ranging assumes the same time-of-flight (τ ) for both satellite phase signals.
Since the two satellites are always moving in a similar direction, the time-of-flight of the phase
signal from the leading satellite is shorter than the time-of-flight of the trailing one. The actual
range measurement derived from the dual one way ranging phase measurements contains both
of these different times-of-flight. The correction is applied to get the instantaneous range at one
specified epoch of time which is referred to as light-time corrections.
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Figure 4.1: Computation of range observations from the k- and ka-band phase
observations of grace-a and grace-b (Ko, 2008; Wu et al., 2006).
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due to different time of flights.
In the standard kbr1b products, range-rates are also provided which are computed
by differentiating the biased instantaneous range observations using the crn-filter
(Wu et al., 2006). These range-rate measurements are then generally used to estimate the global gravity field parameters.

4.2

Inter-satellite ranging errors

Since the biased instantaneous range is computed from the four phase observations (k- and ka-band frequency of grace-a and grace-b), it suffers from the
‘phase errors’ of each carrier frequency. Due to the differences in the unknown clock
offsets of the two satellites, the observations also suffer from the ‘time-tag error’.
The ‘oscillator noise’ depends on the frequencies of the microwave ranging system,
drifts in the frequency measured by the ultra-stable oscillator (uso) and the time-offlight (τ ). While combining the two dual one way range (as shown in step 3 of Fig.
4.1) from each frequency, most of the oscillator noise cancels out due to the similar
drifts in the frequencies. Similarly, most of the time-tag errors cancel out during
the combination leaving the noise level <1 µm (Ko, 2008; Xu et al., 2015). As mentioned above, due to the asymmetry in spacecraft geometry, the phase center of the
k-band antenna horn does not co-incide with the los due to which indirect signals
are reflected near the phase center. These indirect signals affect the carrier phase
measurements which is called ‘multipath noise’. The knowledge about these noise
types exists from the pre-launch mission studies by Kim (2000); Thomas (1999).
Kim (2000) provided the expected level of the various noise sources (cf. Fig.
4.2) and their impact on the gravity field solutions. He provided noise models of the
accelerometers and the different ranging errors which are used to validate the level
of noise obtained from the real gravity field solutions. Among all ranging errors,
the oscillator noise is the biggest in the frequencies below 5 mhz. But accelerometer
noise is still at least two orders of magnitude higher than the oscillator noise and
five orders of magnitude higher than the multipath noise. Thus, the pre-launch
simulations showed that the most dominating noise source at low frequencies would
be the accelerometer noise. Similarly, at high frequencies (above 10 mhz), the system
noise from the kbr microwave ranging instrument would dominate.
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Figure 4.2: Power Spectral Density ( psd) representation of the different noise
sources in terms of range-rate observations, from Kim (2000)
.
After the launch of the grace mission, investigations of the noise in its data
continued. Ko (2008) investigated the ranging errors and showed that the oscillator
noise, which is highly dependent on the frequency instability of the uso, was much
less (i.e. 0.08 µm) than the required measurement noise level of 10 µm. Therefore,
it dominates neither the low frequencies nor the high frequencies. The level of
frequency instability of each oscillator was found to be approximately 1.5×10−13
in terms of Allan variance which is at the required level of frequency instability of
1×10−13 . Further, they showed that system noise dominates in the high frequencies,
but the source of the noise was not established. Ko et al. (2012) showed that the
errors were dependent on the low signal-to-noise ratio (snr) of the frequencies of
the k-band ranging system. Low snrs were correlated in particular with the highfrequency noise in the range observations. However, the factors responsible for the
errors related to snrs were not understood. The analysis was carried out on the
residuals obtained after gravity field modeling done at the center of space research,
university of texas, austin, usa.
While analyzing the post-fit range-rate residuals of the itsg-2014 gravity field
model in this thesis, it is also found that the kbr system noise dominates in the high
frequencies (above 10 mhz or 90 cpr) which is discussed in the following sections.
In order to analyze the high-frequency errors in post-fit residuals, it is necessary to
know the system noise and its characteristics first. Therefore, at first, the system
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noise is discussed in detail and later the analysis of residuals is presented with focus
on the system noise present in them.
According to Thomas (1999), system noise is specified in terms of the ratio

C
,
N0

where c is the received signal power and n0 is the spectral noise density at the
receiving satellite. Thus,

C
N0

is the power snr in the form of input signal power

divided by noise power in a 1 hz bandwidth.
The expected

C
N0

ratio for an inter-satellite range of 200 km was 69 db-hz. The

expected voltage snr for a gps blackjack receiver operating in the quadrature downconversion and sampling mode is given as


1

C
SNRV ≈ 
Tobs 
N0

2

4.1

where Tobs is the integration time to generate one observation.
The system noise for the grace mission is computed from the phase errors of
four frequencies of the kbr microwave ranging assembly according to Eq. 3.16 of
(Ko, 2008). The computed system noise indicates the deviation of the noise from its
mean value, thus it is actually the standard deviation of the system noise (Personal
communication, Torsten Mayer-Gürr on 15 May 2018). In order to be consistent
with the definition of existing literature (Ko, 2008; Thomas, 1999), we refer to these
deviations as the system noise. The 1-σ phase error is given in terms of snrv in
units of cycles as (Thomas, 1999)
K/Ka

σφ,i

=

1
K/Ka

SNRi

4.2

where i ∈ grace-a, grace-b.

That means, the snrs describe the errors in the phase observations (phase er-

rors). These values reflect the measure of signal strength and ranging measurement
quality. The original values are given in units of db-hz but in the kbr1b product they are provided in units of (0.1)db-hz. The minimum snr requirements for
grace are 630 (0.1)db-hz or 63 db-hz. Low snr values reflect high phase errors in
the range observations. Thus, they are used as a quality control criteria to obtain
a good quality of the range observations. The quality of the range observations in
turn determines the quality of the gravity field.
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During the combination of phase observations in kbr data processing, the phase
observations with snr values below 450 (0.1)db-hz are removed. Thus, either a gap
or an interpolated value is obtained depending on the arc length (Wu et al., 2006).
The snrs of three frequencies (i.e. k-band of grace-a&b; k-band of grace-a) are
used in removing the spurious phase observations. The ka-band snrs of graceb were anomalous from year 2004 to 2011, thus, they are not considered during
the data processing (personal communication Gerhard Kruizinga, 10 Oct. 2016).
The time-series in Fig. 4.3 shows that the three valid snr values vary periodically,
whereas the ka-band snrs of grace-b vary randomly.
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Figure 4.3: SNRs of the four phase observations of the two satellites for december
1, 2008.
These snrs are a measure of the phase errors affecting the range observations.
The combined four phase errors represent the system noise in the range observations.
Hence, snrs can be directly used to analyze the residuals for the presence of system
noise in them. In the following section, the range-rate residual analysis is presented
with focus on this noise.

4.3

Post-fit residual analysis with focus on ranging errors

In this section, the post-fit residual analysis is presented with focus on the ranging
errors present in them. Based on previous analyses presented by Kim (2000) and
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Ko et al. (2012), the range-rate residuals are dominated by system noise. Here, the
range-rate residuals are analyzed for high-frequency (above 10 mhz) system noise
in detail. As discussed already, the system noise is derived from the errors of the
four phase observations (k- and ka-band of grace-a & b). Correlations between
system noise and the range-rate residuals should explain the presence of system
noise in the range-rate observations. Ideally, the high-frequency post-fit residuals
above 10 mhz should be correlated with the system noise. The correlations should
be identifiable in their time-series as well as can be described by the correlation
coefficients computed for the two. The analysis shows that their correlations with
the system noise are not large which can be seen in the two time-series plotted in
Fig. 4.4 (a.). Also, the correlation coefficient is very small, 0.002 on a scale of 0
to 1. It is because the system noise includes all the four phase errors and these
phase errors are computed from the snr values. As explained above, the snr of the
ka-band of grace-b is anomalous which makes the derived system noise unreliable
and hence no significant correlations with the post-fit residuals can be seen.
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Figure 4.4: (a.) Correlations between the system noise and the post-fit range-rate
residuals for 18 hours of December 1, 2008. (b.) Box plots showing the correlations
between the individual SNRs and the post-fit range-rate residuals for December 2008.
Another approach is to correlate individual snrs (or phase errors) and the highfrequency post-fit range-rate residuals to study the presence of system noise in the
residuals. Here, high correlations (correlation coefficient upto 0.5) existed with the
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snrs of the k-band frequency of grace-b (cf. Fig. 4.4 (b.)). The high correlations
of the post-fit residuals with the k-band snr of grace-b shows that the residuals
contain system noise which is largely contributed by one of the three non-anomalous
snrs. Now, in order to find the source of the noise and study their characteristics
in detail, the snrs and the range-rate residuals are analyzed using the argument
of latitude and time plots. Such plots reveal the systematic errors present in the
observations which can not be explained by using a statistical analysis. SNRs on
such plots should show their systematic behaviour, similar for the residuals. Also,
the cause of correlations between the residuals and the k-band snr of grace-b can
be explained then.
The analysis of the snr values reveals the following characteristics:
1. All three valid snrs (k-a, k-b, ka-a) experienced drops during Sun and Moon
intrusions into the star camera (cf. Fig. 4.5). The strength of these effects
was different for the different snrs (Goswami and Flury, 2016). Harvey et al.
(2017) suggested the hypothesis that, since the k-band microwave ranging assembly is located near the ipu where star camera data processing takes place
onboard, the star camera data processing may cause electromagnetic interferences with the k-band ranging system. Based on this hypothesis, interferences
cause drops in the snr leaving a ring-type structure (in argument of latitude
plots) during the sun intrusions which may represent the star camera baffle
structure. These ring-type structures in the snr are highlighted in the panel
k-a of Fig. 4.5 (b.). The sun intrusions in the star cameras are shown in the
panels sca-a and sca-b of Fig. 4.5 for grace-a & grace-b, respectively.
To compare it with the shape of the rings in the snrs, the star camera baffle
shape is shown in Fig. 4.6 with the star camera baffle structures. Also, there
exist differences in the strength of sun intrusion related effects in the snrs.
For example, a drop in the k-band snr of grace-a is larger than a drop
in the k-band snr of grace-b, see panels k-a, ka-a and k-b in Fig. 4.5
for comparison. The differences may be due to the different kbr microwave
ranging assemblies used on the two spacecraft. The kbr assembly used in
grace-a was the redundant one and not the primary one. Therefore, the
sun intrusion effects on the snrs of grace-a were stronger than of grace-b.
And, the influence on the k-band snr was stronger which might be related to
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(a.)

(b.)

Figure 4.5: (a.) Upper panel: Blinding status of the star camera heads in 2007 and
2008. Gray means head#2 was blinded, black means head#1 was blined and white
represents the availability of both star camera heads for attitude acquisition. Lower
panel: ka-band snrs of both spacecraft. (b.) Upper panel: The two k-band snrs.
Lower panel: Zoom-in view of the moon intrusions into the snr and corresponding
blinded star camera head.
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the differences in the two frequencies. The k-band transmitted frequency is
exactly three-quarters of the ka-band.
Due to the similarity of these two phenomena (sun and moon intrusions) and
their similar influence on the snrs, corresponding conclusions can be drawn
for moon-related effects (Goswami et al., 2018a).
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Figure 4.6: Star camera baffle structure on the grace spacecraft after Harvey et al.
(2017)
.
2. The k-band snr of grace-b not only experienced a drop during the intrusions
into the star cameras, but they are also influenced by temperature drops in
the instrument (Fig. 4.5). Goswami and Flury (2016) showed that the drops
in the k-band snr of grace-b depend on the fluctuations in the sensor unit
temperature of the accelerometer (cf. Fig. 4.7). For example, the temperaturedependent bands started to appear from day 204 (23 july 2007) with a sudden
drop in the temperature of the accelerometer sensor unit. This drop was 5◦ C.
When it was rising back between days 204 and 214, there was a band of snr
with a slight drop in its values. The band appears between descending equator
(de) and north pole (np). When temperature increased further, the snr
bands became stronger over the full orbit. Such effects were also investigated
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Figure 4.7: Left panel: Fluctuations in ACC Sensor Unit temperature. Right panel:
drops in the K-band SNR of GRACE-B in July and August 2007. The effects dependent on the temperature dips can be seen clearly, specially around day 204, 214
and 226.
by Harvey et al. (2017). They showed that the fluctuations in one of the
thermistors located near the kbr assembly were responsible for the drops in
the k-band snr of grace-b. These drops are also visible in the panel k-b of
Fig. 4.5 for a period of two years.
3. Besides intrusions and temperature dependent effects, snrs are also affected by
variations in the currents flowing through the magnetic torquer rods (mtqs).
The three non-anomalous snrs (ka-a, k-b, k-a) are affected by the currents
in the mtq rods of grace-b. They vary with the currents flowing through rod
2 and 3 of grace-b. In Fig. 4.8 (a), similar variations in the currents of mtq
rod 3 of grace-b and the three snrs are shown for 250 days of the year 2007.
The currents were smaller between days 19 to 180 as opposed to the days from
181 to 250. It is because the working star camera head during the days 19 and
180 was head#2 and beyond that it was head#1 on grace-b (see Fig. 4.5 for
the active star camera heads). More details about the mtq current variations
and their dependence on active star camera heads are discussed in Chapter 3.
During the period of strong currents flowing through rod 3 of grace-b, their
effect on the snrs is obvious in all three snr plots as opposed to the period
when small currents were flowing through the torquer rods (see highlighted
region in Fig. 4.8 (a)).
The psds of the three valid snrs also show the signatures of the frequency
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(a.)

(b.)

Figure 4.8: (a.) Zoomed-in effects of the currents of
rod 3 of grace-b on the three snrs of the kbr microwave system. The effects are shown for 250 days
of the year 2007, highlighted are the regions with high
mtq rod currents and the affected snrs due to them.
(b.) PSDs of the three mtq rod currents of graceb and the three snrs ( k- and ka-band snr of
grace-a and k-band snr of grace-b). All three
snrs show a peak at the frequency 3.3 mhz which is
the dominant frequency of the mtq rods.
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Figure 4.9: Internal view of grace showing the location of the mtqs near the front
c https: // directory. eoportal.
panel where the kbr assembly is mounted O
org/ web/ eoportal/ satellite-missions/ g/ grace
corresponding to the rod currents of grace-b (cf. Fig. 4.8 (b)). The frequency
3.3 mhz has earlier been found to be associated with the magnetic torquer rod
currents of the grace spacecraft (Bandikova et al., 2012).
The kbr assembly is located near one mtq rod as shown in Fig. 4.9. It is
possible that the currents flowing through the rod cause an electromagnetic
interference which affects the kbr assembly. Thus, mtq current related variations in the snrs are seen as a result of that. However, this hypothesis has
to be studied further. Investigations related to mtq rod current effects on the
primary sensors (accelerometer, star-trackers, kbr assembly) are going on at
jpl, nasa (personal communication, Gerhard L. Kruizinga on 10 oct. 2017).
Despite of the fact that snrs are affected by the mtq rod currents, no drops
below the mission requirements (630 (0.1)db-hz) are observed during any of
the alternate 161 d cycles of the mtq currents (Goswami et al., 2018a).
Now in order to investigate the post-fit residuals for the presence of system
noise related errors, they are analyzed w.r.t. the argument of latitude and time
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series, similar to the snr analysis. The analysis of the post-fit residuals obtained
from the itsg-2014 gravity field models revealed that the temperature-dependent
effects, which are present in the snr of the k-band of grace-b, start to appear
at frequencies above 9 mhz. They dominate in the frequencies above 20 mhz. The
post-fit range-rate residuals are filtered by applying the high-pass filters designed
using ltpda toolbox (Hewitson, 2007). The high-pass filtered post-fit range-rate
residuals, with cut-off frequency at 20 mhz, are denoted as (êHP ) and are plotted
in Fig. 4.10. The amplitude of the residuals is extremely high (by a factor of
10) for those specific epochs where the snr of the k-band of grace-b suffers due
to temperature drops in the thermistor. Besides temperature-dependent effects, the
post-fit residuals are also affected by the sun intrusion dependent effects in the snrs.
These effects are very small as compared to the temperature-dependent effects and
can not be easily identified. That is why they are shown here after zooming-in to
the regions where sun intrusions occur in the snrs (cf. lower panel of Fig. 4.10).
So far, it has been shown that the post-fit residuals contain system noise at
high frequencies (>20 mhz). The main contributors of system noise are identified as
temperature effects in the k-band phase observations of grace-b and sun intrusion
effects in the phase observations. The analysis of the snrs showed that the k-band
snrs of grace-a (k-a) experience a stronger drop in its values as compared to the
other two. The dropped snrs (k-a) reach down to 550 - 580 (0.1)db-hz, similar
to the drop in the magnitude of the k-band snr of grace-b during temperature
fluctuations (cf. Fig. 4.10). The other two snrs (i.e. k-b, ka-a) do not drop below
the mission requirements, i.e. 630 (0.1)db-hz. Therefore, it is obvious that the
sun intrusion dependent errors in the residuals are largely coming from the drops
in the k-band snr of grace-a. These effects are propagated to the range-rate
observations and correspondingly to their residuals via the phase observations.
When comparing the strength of the two identified effects with each other, one
realizes that the temperature-dependent effects are stronger in the post-fit residuals
than the sun intrusion effects. Although, one of the snrs (k-a) even drops below
the mission requirements during sun intrusions, its effects on the post-fit residuals
is very small. The concern here is, if these intrusion dependent errors are not in
the post-fit residuals, are they absorbed by the estimated parameters during gravity
field modeling?
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Figure 4.10: Upper panel: ( left) High-frequency post-fit residuals (êHP ) plotted for
the years 2007 and 2008, ( right) k-band snr of grace-b. Temperature dependent
bands are marked as ‘1’ in the upper panels, and ‘(a)’, ‘(b)’, ‘(c)’ in the upper left
panel are the effects related to the sun intrusions (zoom-in view in the lower panels);
Lower panels: Zoomed-in picture of the residuals correlated with the sun intrusion
effects in the k-band snr of grace-a.
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In order to find an answer to this question, the pre-fit residuals (see section 2.4
(1.)

(2.)

Figure 4.11: (1.) Comparison of the absolute values of
high-frequency postfits and
prefits.
(2.) Absolute of the differences between the prefits
and postfits shown in (1.).

for the definition of pre-fit residuals) are investigated. The pre-fit residuals are the
observations obtained after removing all the perturbations which affect the rangerates. These are then used in the gravity field modeling. If the errors related to sun
intrusions are high in these pre-fit residuals and smaller in the post-fit residuals,
it indicates that these errors are absorbed into the estimated parameters. Small
amplitudes of these errors in the high-frequency filtered prefits indicate small effects
on the range-rates. The investigation of the high-frequency prefits shows that the
sun intrusion dependent errors are smaller than the temperature-dependent errors
in them (cf. Fig. 4.11 (b.)).
The strength of both, the temperature and the sun intrusion effects in the snrs
looks almost similar in the pre-fit and post-fit residuals. However, the differences between high-frequency pre-fit and high-frequency post-fit residuals show the amount
of high-frequency noise which may propagate into the estimated parameters. The
differences shown in Fig. 4.11 (c.) are almost a factor 10 smaller than the magnitude of the post-fit residuals. The differences shown in Fig. 4.11 (c.) indicate that a
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maximum of 30 % of high-frequency noise may map onto the estimated parameters.
This maximum value applies to the epochs where temperature dependent errors are
high, otherwise the percentage is as small as 1 - 2 %. This small percentage indicates that the high-frequency errors mainly end up in the post-fit residuals without
affecting estimated parameters (Goswami et al., 2018a).

4.4

Impact of high-frequency errors on the gravity field solutions

The analysis presented in the previous section focused on the errors in the highfrequency post-fit range-rate residuals. In an ideal scenario, these high-frequency
(> 20 mhz or 111 cpr) errors shall only have an impact on the degrees >110 approximately (Thomas, 1999). In this thesis, the itsg-2014 gravity field is estimated
up to degree and order 60 which should not be largely affected by high-frequency
noise in the range-rate observations. But, this noise could alias into the gravity
field coefficients up to degree 60. Such possible aliasing of this noise is studied via
simulations.
In order to analyze the impact of the identified systematic errors on the gravity
field solution, the following simulation scenarios are considered. The monthly gravity
field solutions are computed up to degree and order 60 for each month of the two
years 2007 and 2008.
Case 1: Gravity field solutions are computed with noise () added to the noisefree range-rate observations (ρ̇). The range-rate observations (ρ̇1 ) are computed as
follows: First, the simulated pink noise representing the noise of the accelerometer is
used to integrate the orbit. Then, the range-rates are computed from the integrated
orbit. Simulated violet noise is added to the range-rates. The violet and the pink
noise are derived by differentiating and double differentiating the white noise using
the charge routing network (crn-) filter. White noise of the star camera is added
via the simulated antenna center offset corrections. From the simulated orbits,
kinematic orbits are derived by adding 3 cm positioning noise to each axis. The
simulated noise in each case reflects the errors integrated over the relevant frequency
bandwidth. Thus, the total noise  contains the noise of orbit, star camera, ranging
and the accelerometer noise. Hence the range-rate observations containing noise 
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Table 4.1: Description of the noise added to the observations in the simulation
scenarios.
Noise

noise type

magnitude of noise (σ)

units

orbit (r)

white noise

0.03

m

accelerometer

K-band ranging
star camera

along-track
across-track
radial

pink noise (∼ 1/f )
3 × 10−10
3 × 10−9
3 × 10−10

violet noise (∼ f )
white noise

2.5 × 10−7
5 × 10−5

m/s2
m/s2
m/s2
m/s
mrad

are represented as
ρ̇1 = ρ̇ + .

4.3

Case 2: The range-rate observations (ρ̇1 ) computed in Eq. 4.3 for each month
and the monthly set of high-pass filtered post-fit range-rate residuals are added
together as
ρ̇2 = ρ̇1 + êHP .

4.4

Case 3: In order to determine the noise floor, the different noise realizations
were simulated which are denoted here as 0 for all noise sources mentioned in Table
4.1. The gravity field solutions are computed from the range-rate observations (ρ̇01 )
containing different noise realizations each time,
ρ̇01 = ρ̇ + 0 ,

4.5

where  and 0 are obtained from the same noise distribution. Differences between
the gravity field solutions computed from different realizations define the noise floor
which is plotted in red color in the right panel of Fig. 4.12.
In all cases, Stokes coefficients are estimated along with initial orbital state
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parameters (r, ṙ).

Figure 4.12: Left: Degree amplitudes of the gravity field solutions from case 1 and
case 2 and their differences. Right: Differences between the monthly solutions, i.e.
case 1 - case 2, are shown in terms of degree amplitudes for all months of 2007 and
2008. Case 3 represents the noise floor.
Overall, the impact of the identified errors on the gravity field is very small, they
are still below the grace baseline (cf. Fig. 4.12). The contributions studied in case
1 and case 2 are also one order of magnitude below the baseline which shows that
errors due to high-frequency noise in the range-rate observations are not the major
errors propagating to the gravity field solutions.
For january 2007 and 2008, small differences are observed in the geoid degree
amplitudes (see left panel of Fig. 4.12) which is due to the added high-frequency
post-fit residuals in case 2. The differences are almost one order of magnitude below
the grace baseline. As the differences in the two solutions (case 1 and case 2) are
purely due to the added high-frequency noise, they could be the effect of different
noise realization. This hypothesis is proved using case 3. Case 3 is obtained by
differences in the solutions computed using different noise realizations. It has a
similar behavior as the differences between solutions obtained from case 1 and case
2. Thus, the differences seen in the monthly solutions (left panel of Fig. 4.12) could
indeed be the result of different noise realizations.
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4.5

Summary

In this chapter, the ranging errors are revisited in the real grace satellite observations. As Kim (2000) mentioned, there are different sources of ranging errors.
They directly propagate to the gravity field solutions through the range-rate observations. The analysis of the range-rate residuals shows that the kbr system noise
is the dominating error source among all ranging errors (system noise, multipath
noise and oscillator noise). Multipath (1 - 3 mhz) and oscillator noise (> 3 mhz)
are almost impossible to analyze at the current achieved precision level. It is simply
because accelerometer errors and geophysical background errors dominate in the
low frequencies. In future, the use of more precise accelerometers and improved geophysical error models may make it feasible to analyze those errors which are several
orders of magnitude less than the current accelerometer noise level in the range-rate
observations (cf. Fig. 4.2). Among all ranging errors, the kbr system noise is the
highest noise present in the range-rate residuals of the grace mission.
Furthermore, an extensive analysis of the kbr system noise revealed that the
snrs of the k-band phase observations can be used directly to analyze the system
noise. The combined system noise was not helpful in providing detailed information
due to the anomalous ka-band snr of grace-b (cf. Fig. 4.4 (a.)). Analyzing the
snrs of the k-band phase observations revealed that the temperature, sun and moon
intrusions into the star cameras and the magnetic-torquer rod currents affect the kband microwave assembly (cf. Fig. 4.5 & 4.8). Analysis of the range-rate residuals
reveal that they are highly affected by the temperature effects present in the k-band
phase observations. Sun intrusion effects also affect the range-rate observations, but
they are not as strong as the temperature effects (cf. Fig. 4.10). Both effects are
the part of high-frequency spectrum (> 10 mhz). The contribution of these in highfrequency range-rate observations can be up to 30% of the total noise. Note that
this happens only when the noise due to temperature is higher in the observations,
otherwise it can be smaller, up to 1 - 2%. The investigated system noise does not
reveal any significant impact on the gravity field solutions computed up to degree
and order 60.
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5: Accelerometer errors in range-rate

residuals
Accelerometer
errors in range-rate residuals
5.1

GRACE accelerometer

The STAR (Space Three-axis Accelerometer for Research), an ultra-sensitive
space accelerometer is based on the electrostatic levitation of a parallelepiped proof
mass. STAR measures the non-gravitational accelerations perturbing the orbit of a
spacecraft flying in low altitude.
The star, a 3-axis accelerometer, provides the three linear accelerations along
the instrument axes and three angular accelerations about these axes. The measurement resolution of star is 3×10−9 m/s2 for the y− and z−axis, 3×10−8 m/s2 for
x-axis within a measurement bandwidth of 0.01 - 100 mhz (Touboul et al., 1999a).
The measurement resolution of the axes is given in the instrument reference frame,
i.e. the accelerometer frame (af) of reference. The definition of three axes (xaf ,
yaf and zaf ) of the star accelerometer in orbit are shown in Fig. 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Characterization of the three axes of the grace accelerometers. The
direction of the three axes in the instrument frame which is the accelerometer frame
are marked with subscript af. The three axes in the science reference frame are
marked with subscript srf (Bettadpur, 2012).
There are two main applications of these ultra-sensitive accelerometers in the
field of earth observation from space (Touboul et al., 1999a):
1. The measurement of surface forces acting on the satellite provides the information about the atmospheric density variations and the high-altitude winds.
2. They measure the influence of solar radiation pressure acting on all surfaces
of a low-altitude satellite. The accelerometer precision is crucial for the orbit
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control maneuvers and the accuracy of the gravity field derived from the orbit
observations.
For low earth orbit satellites such as grace, the precision of the gravity field solutions highly depends on the precision of the non-gravitational forces obtained from
the accelerometers. Any errors in the accelerometer observations may have a direct impact on the gravity field solutions. By analyzing the range-rate residuals,
the characteristics and sources of errors propagating through accelerometer observations can be investigated. The understanding of the error contributions will then
be helpful in improving the data pre-processing strategies and better modeling of
those errors in the gravity field parameter estimation chain.
In order to analyze the residuals with focus on the accelerometer errors, it is necessary to revisit the characteristics of the grace accelerometers and investigate the
errors that exist in their observations. Hence, in the following sections, firstly the
error characteristics of the accelerometer is discussed. Secondly, an analysis of the
range-rate residuals is carried out with focus on the errors propagated through the
accelerometers.

5.2

Errors and characteristics of GRACE accelerometer observations

Each grace satellite is equipped with one accelerometer mounted at the center
of mass of the satellite. The accelerometer measures the non-gravitational forces
acting along the three axes of the spacecraft. Due to the importance of their precision
in the gravity field modeling, they have been one of the interesting research topic
since the launch of grace (Bezdek, 2010; Calabia et al., 2015; Flury et al., 2012,
2008; Hudson, 2003; Jean et al., 2017; Klinger and Mayer-Gürr, 2016; Peterseim,
2014; Peterseim et al., 2012). Specifically, the large accelerometer errors in the lowfrequency regime (below 10 mhz) are crucial to study (cf. Fig. 5.2) because they
contribute to the low-degree spherical harmonic coefficients. And, the precision
of the low-degree spherical harmonic coefficients is crucial in order to analyze the
time-variable gravity field of the earth.
As mentioned above, the two accelerometers measure the non-gravitational sig94
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Figure 5.2: PSD of the calibrated linear accelerations (x−, y− and z−axis) and their
p
error models in units ms−2/ (hz) (Stanton et al., 1998). The accelerometer errors are
large at low frequencies, i.e. up to 7 - 8 mhz in all three axes.
nals sensed by the satellite. In order to study their signal characteristics, the measurements can be compared either with the available models of the individual forces
or by investigating their dependence with auxiliary grace datasets. One such comparison is presented here and is shown in Fig. 5.3 for linear accelerations in the
x−axis of grace-b.
The content of Fig. 5.3 is described followed by the explanation of wind and
solar radiation effects analyzed in the linear accelerations. Fig. 5.3 (1) represents the duration for which the spacecraft was either in the shadow or in the
sunlight. The shadow is modeled as described by Montenbruck and Gill (2000).
The linear accelerations (x−axis) are shown on Fig. 5.3 (2). They are taken
from the acc1b dataset provided by jpl, nasa.
horizontal wind velocities.

Fig.

5.3 (3) represents the

These velocities are modeled for the grace space-

craft using the hwm14 wind model. The velocities are downloaded from http:
//thermosphere.tudelft.nl/acceldrag/data.php. Fig. 5.3 (a) represents the
temperature differences between front and rear panel of the satellite. Similarly, Fig.
5.3 (b) represents the temperature differences between port and starboard panel
of the satellite. Fig. 5.3 (c) shows the temperature due to radiations incident on
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the nadir panel of the satellite. The details about the panels of the satellite are
explained in Appendix A. Temperatures of the satellite panels are provided in the
telemetry dataset which is referred to as thce product. The thce product was provided by Tamara Bandikova in 2016. Details about the panels for which differences
are calculated are also given in Table 5.1. The accelerations along y− and z−axis
are shown in Fig. 5.4. The observations shown in Figs. 5.3 & 5.4 are for the year
2008.

Figure 5.3: (1.), (2.), (3.) show the shadow state of grace-b, linear accelerations in
the x-axis and the y-component of wind acting on the spacecraft, respectively. (a.),
(b.), (c.) shows the temperature differences computed from the cess data ( thce
dataset of grace-b). The details about the cess temperature plot panels are given
in Table 5.1
.
It is interesting to observe the dependence of the linear accelerations on the
transition of the spacecraft into and out of sun shadow. The linear accelerations
experience a noticeable increase in their magnitude while transitioning from shadow
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Table 5.1: Temperature details of cess ( coarse earth and sun sensors) data plotted
in Fig. 5.3 in panels (a.), (b.) and (c.).
Panel number in Fig. 5.3

Details

(a.)
(b.)

temperature differences between front and rear panel
temperature differences between port and starboard
panel
temperature of nadir panel

(c.)

GRACE-B

Figure 5.4: Upper panel: Linear
accelerations of grace-b along the
y−axis for the year 2008. In the left
panel, the first 150 days are shown,
in the right panel, rest of the days of
2008. Note that the color scales are
adjusted for each panel to highlight the
data characteristics. Due to the presence of biases, they are shown as separate plots. Lower panel: Linear accelerations of grace-b along the z−axis
are shown for 2008.
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to the full sun orbit. It leaves signatures of the full shadow state in the accelerations
(see Fig. 5.3 (1) and (2)). Fig. 5.3 (1) shows the duration for which the spacecraft
was either in the full sun or in shadow during 2008. Fig. 5.3 (2) shows changes in
the linear accelerations. Similarly, the high-altitude winds are also sensed by the
accelerometers. An example of strong dependent effects is seen by comparing Fig.
5.3 (2) and (3). Around day 100, when the velocity of the winds increases (see Fig.
5.3 (3)), these changes are experienced by the linear accelerations (in Fig. 5.3 (2)).
The effects of the usual changes in the wind velocity appear as vertical stripes along
full orbits.
Changes in the accelerations due to radiation pressure acting on the satellite
panels can be compared with measured temperature differences, see Fig. 5.3 (a), (b)
& (c). One can model the radiation pressure incident on each panel of the satellite
in order to do the analysis but here we use the grace thce dataset to study the
dependency of one effect on the other. Since the temperature is directly proportional
to the amount of radiations incident on the satellite panels, it can be used to study
the effects of radiation pressure acting on the satellite. The linear accelerations of
the x−axis depend on the temperature differences shown in Fig. 5.3 (a). When the
spacecraft transits into the shadow, small temperature differences observed between
front and rear panel correspond to the small magnitude of accelerations along the
x−axis. The magnitude of accelerations increases when the spacecraft moves out of
the shadow. It also depends on the increase in the temperature differences between
front and rear panels (Fig. 5.3 (a)). Similar effects are also observed for the nadir
panel. When the spacecraft is in full sun orbit, the temperature of the nadir panel
increases due to the more amount of radiations incident on it. This temperature
increase causes an increase in the accelerations. For example, from days 250 to 300
near north pole and descending equator, dependencies are obvious (compare Fig. 5.3
(2) & (c)). More effects due to radiations incident on the nadir panel are observed
by the accelerations along the z−axis which is illustrated in the lower panel of Fig.
5.4.
Similarly, dependencies between the temperature differences in Fig. 5.3 (b) and
accelerations in upper panels of Fig. 5.4 are high. Fig. 5.3 (b) shows the temperature
differences between the starboard and the port panel of the spacecraft. Transition
between the large to small magnitudes of temperature differences is clearly depen98
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0

dent on the beta prime angle1 (β ). For example, the temperature differences are
negative during the days from 1 to 160 and then the differences are positive after
0

day 160 to ∼ 310. It is because, during the first β cycle which is of 161 days,
the starboard panel received more radiations as compared to the port panel, since
0

it was facing the sun. During the second β cycle, the position of the two panels
w.r.t. the sun reversed. Hence, their differences vary periodically with a period of
161 days. The time period when temperature differences are more than ∼ 300◦ C, a

strong bias in the accelerations along the y−axis (an example is shown in the upper
panel of Fig. 5.4 marked with ‘2’ ) is caused. With the comparison between plots
(a, b, c) and (2) of Fig. 5.3 it is shown that the accelerations are sensitive to the
radiations incident on different panels of the satellite, hence the force is sensed by
the accelerometer due to radiation pressure.
Up to here, the temperature differences between different satellite panels directly
affecting the magnitude of accelerations were discussed. Similarly, effects due to
changing wind velocities on the measured accelerations are observed. So far it has
been discussed that the observed non-gravitational signals represent the forces acting
on the satellite due to changes in the environmental conditions of the satellite such as
0

wind, its position w.r.t sun, β angle, etc. However, sometimes these observations are
affected by other disturbances. Such disturbances or errors again affect the precision
of observations. In the following, these errors or disturbances are discussed along
with the expected accuracy of the accelerometers.
Before the launch of the mission, the accuracy requirements of the two accelerometers were described by Stanton et al. (1998) and Kim (2000). Later, Frommknecht
(2007) and Flury et al. (2008) also discussed the error models of the grace accelerometers in the frequency domain in terms of power spectral density and explained it in units of m2 /s4 /hz as
Eyarf , zarf (f ) = (1 + 0.005/f ) × 10−20 ,
Exarf (f ) = (1 + 0.1/f ) × 10−18 .

5.1

Note that, differences in the three axes exist due to the design of the instrument. The
along-track (zaf ) and the radial axis (yaf ) are high-sensitive, whereas the cross-track
1

The beta prime angle is the angle between the orbit plane and the vector between the Earth
to the Sun (Clawson, 1991). It varies between ±90◦ .
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(xaf ) axis of both accelerometers is less-sensitive. As the instrument is tested on
ground, the x-axis is less accurate to make it operable under one g gravity (Touboul
et al., 1999a).
One of the main challenges of the grace accelerometers is the determination of
precise scale factors and bias parameters. The observations of the two accelerometers
along the three axes suffer from different scale factors and time-dependent bias
parameters. These factors are also different for the two satellites. Bettadpur (2009)
provided the initial scale factors and bias parameters to correct the accelerometer
acc1b product as follows
a = S aacc1b + B + ,

5.2

where S is the diagonal scale factor matrix. A diagonal matrix is used assuming
that the linear accelerations of the three accelerometer axes are orthogonal to each
other and there is no cross-talk factor present between them (Kim, 2000). B contains the bias components in all three directions. aacc1b are the linear accelerations
provided in the standard acc1b data. The symbol  represents random noise of the
observations. The differences between the raw and calibrated linear accelerations of
grace-a are, as example, shown in Fig. 5.5.
The calibrated acc1b product is used for global gravity field recovery. Besides
initial corrections of scale and bias, these parameters are also estimated periodically
during the orbit determination and gravity field parameter estimation steps. It is
done to accomodate sudden changes that occur in the bias parameter because of
disturbances from satellite orbit control and other maneuvers, and environmental
conditions. For example, one such effect causing a change in the bias is shown
for the y−axis in Fig. 5.4, upper panels. There, a strong bias marked with ‘2’ is
caused by changes in the temperature incident on the satellite panels. Similarly,
periodic changes in the shadow state of the spacecraft can induce smaller biases in
the observations. Thus calibration factors are estimated during gravity field recovery
to account for these small biases as well. In itsg-2014 solutions, the scale factors
and bias parameters are estimated every three hours, i.e. for every arc, during orbit
determination and full gravity field parameter estimation.
Kim (2000) mentioned that, besides the instrument design and environmental
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Figure 5.5: Depiction of the raw accelerations from the acc1b dataset (left) and
after calibration (right). Observations are shown for 10 days of december 2008.

factors, the thermal instability of the instrument could also be responsible for sudden bias changes in the accelerometer observations. Thus, the grace accelerometers
were made thermally insulated to minimize temperature effects. Insulation to the
accelerometer parallepiped cage is controlled by the two units called sensor unit
(su) and instrument control unit (icu) attached to it. To maintain the inner conditions of the accelerometer cage, changes in the temperature or voltage of su and
icu are required. These changes also affect the accelerometer observations. The
accelerometers, specifically cross-track accelerations (y−axis), are highly sensitive
to these sudden changes. For example in Fig. 5.6 (b), effects in the accelerations
for 10 days of january 2007 are due to the temperature changes in the su and
icu. Those effects happen more often in the accelerometer observations since april
2011 because active thermal control is switched-off due to reduced battery capacity
(Herman and Steinhoff, 2012). When the satellites approach small beta-prime an0

gles (β ), the grace instruments are shut-off because in shadow, batteries can not
0

provide enough power. When β approaches the full-sun orbit (>70◦ ), science data
is collected by turning the instruments on. The investigations of the accelerometer data for a long-term time period has been published in Klinger and Mayer-Gürr
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Figure 5.6: (a) Upper panel: Linear accelerations along three axes and the spikes
in them due to thruster firings. Lower panel: Magnetic torquer rod ( mtq) currents. Large changes in them disturb the accelerations. Observations are plotted for
december 15, 2008. (b) Upper panel: Accelerations sensitive to temperature changes
in su and icu which are given below. Time period shown is 10 days of january
2007.
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(2016) where they presented the more frequent effects of the temperature changes on
the accelerometers after 2011. Such disturbances are responsible for the problems in
the current accelerometer calibration approaches, ultimately affecting the precision
of the gravity field solutions. Therefore, a number of studies have been published
focusing on the calibration of the accelerometers and the impact of the calibration
approach on the gravity field solutions (Bezdek, 2010; Calabia et al., 2015; Dong
et al., 2009; Jean et al., 2017; Klinger and Mayer-Gürr, 2016). The asymmetry of
the spacecraft causes another problem which is the difference between the center of
proof-mass and the center of gravity of the satellite (Kim, 2000).
Besides these problems, disturbances in the linear accelerations caused by the
orbit and attitude control actuators lead to sudden spikes in the observations. For
example, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 5.6 (a), the thruster firings actuated
to control the inter-satellite pointing and the force due to applied thrust as sensed
by the linear accelerations is visible as sudden spikes. Similarly, large currents in
the magnetic torquer (mtq) rods cause spikes in the linear accelerations (see lower
panel of Fig. 5.6 (b)). Most of the time, attitude thruster firings and large currents
in mtq rods are actuated simultaneously which makes it difficult to attribute such
spikes to just one effect. In the raw level acc1a dataset, these spikes especially
dominate in the direction of the z−axis as shown by Frommknecht (2007). Most
of these spikes are related to high frequencies and are filtered when the crn digital
filter is applied with a low-pass filter frequency of 0.035 mhz (Wu et al., 2006). As
a result of low-pass filtering, the so-called twang signals are also filtered as these
effects are also present in high frequencies. According to Touboul et al. (2004),
these twang signals do not represent surface forces acting on the satellite. They are
induced by the satellites’ not fully rigid structure. However, the quest of studying
the phenomenon of twangs was continued by Flury et al. (2008); Hudson (2003) and
Peterseim (2014).
Since most of these twang signals are filtered using the crn-digital low-pass filter,
their impact on the gravity field solutions is negligible. But a considerable amount
of the accelerometer errors still remains in the low frequencies. Examples are effects
related to the activation of attitude control sensors as well as temperature and
voltage differences of the su and icu. Their effects in the cross-track direction
(y−axis) are high as compared to the along-track and radial directions. In Fig. 5.4,
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the linear accelerations along the cross-track and radial directions as provided in
the acc1b are shown w.r.t. the argument of latitude and time in days for the year
2008. The accelerations are shown for one year in order to highlight the systematic
and environmental effects present in the accelerometer data. The effects along the
equator which are marked as ‘1’ (cf. Fig. 5.4, upper panel) are due to the thruster
firings along the roll axis. Similarly, the effects related to the thruster firings along
the yaw axis can be seen in the linear accelerations along the radial direction starting
from day 140 near the “bottom” ascending equator (ae) in Fig. 5.4, lower panel.
The sudden increase in the cross-track accelerations (marked as ‘2’ in the upper
panel of Fig. 5.4) is dependent on the temperature differences shown in Fig. 5.3
(b.). Sudden changes in the cross-track accelerations marked with ‘4’ in the upper
panel are due to the center of mass (com) calibrations in grace-b.
More systematics in the two accelerometers are shown in panels (a) & (b) of Figs.
5.7 & 5.8 for the years 2007 and 2008. They are further discussed while analyzing
the range-rate residuals in the following section.

5.3

Range-rate residual analysis with focus on accelerometer errors

Accelerometer observations do not only represent surface accelerations, but they
are also very sensitive to other systematic effects. Such systematics can be due to
inner and outer changes in the environment of the spacecraft. Since the accelerometer characteristics are more prominent at the low frequencies, their inaccuracies
can directly affect the low degrees of the recovered global gravity field solutions.
The accelerometer errors can easily get coupled into the inter-satellite range-rate
observations during the reduction of non-gravitational forces which is done as
δ ρ̇ = ρ̇KBR − ρ̇acc − ρ̇others ,

5.3

where ρ̇KBR are the kbr range-rate observations, ρ̇acc represent the contribution of
the non-gravitational forces, ρ̇others from the rest of the forces mentioned in Table
2.2 which are reduced from the range-rate observations.
Through the analysis of the range-rate residuals, the errors affecting the gravity
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field solutions can be studied. The knowledge of the factors which cause such errors is critical to model or re-calibrate them precisely. This section provides the
analysis of the range-rate residuals with focus on systematic errors contributed by
the accelerometers. The residuals are computed after estimating the gravity field
parameters. Note that the parameters are estimated using the itsg-2014 processing
chain. There also, the grace level 1b accelerometer data is adjusted for initial scale
and bias parameters using Eq. 5.2. Then the accelerometer data is rotated into the
eci frame of reference using Eq. 3.2. The rotation matrix is computed from the
attitude quaternions. The range-rate observations are one-dimensional along-track
observations. In order to correct the effects of non-gravitational forces, the forces
are reduced from the range-rates during the non-linear orbit integration step.
During reduction, errors in all three axes get coupled to the range-rate observations. Since the observations are used as input for gravity field modeling, the errors
are likely to propagate into the estimated parameters. Because the errors partially
end up in the residuals, the residuals are analyzed to identify such errors and their
source. Since the periodic scale and bias parameters are also estimated during the
gravity field recovery, it is possible that the residuals may not reflect most of the
errors in the accelerometer data. Hence by analyzing the residuals, it is of interest
to identify the errors which are still present.
Referring to Fig. 5.2 which shows the error models of the three accelerometer
axes, it is clear that the accelerometer errors are large in the low-frequency regime,
i.e. 0.1 - 10 mhz. Their magnitude varies by several orders in different frequency
bands. For example, the error curves of the three accelerometer axes are several
orders of magnitude larger in the frequency range 0.1 - 0.9 mhz as compared to the
frequency range 1 - 10 mhz. Thus, it becomes necessary to consider the errors in
different bandwidths distinctly. Therefore, a band-pass filter is applied to analyze
the residuals in frequencies between 0.1 - 0.9 mhz and 1 - 9 mhz separately (refer to
patch ‘1’ and ‘2’ shown in Fig. 5.2 for the two frequency bands). The band-pass
filters are constructed using the ltpda toolbox (Hewitson, 2007). Only frequencies
until 9 mhz are considered in this analysis because beyond that, the kbr system
noise starts to dominate which can lead to an incorrect interpretation of the error
characteristics. A two-year long time-series is analyzed and its error characteristics
are presented in the following sections. First, the error analysis is presented in
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the time domain. Second, the filtered residual are studied along the argument of
latitude and time in days, to discuss the systematics which may not be visible in the
time-series plots.

Time-series analysis of the errors in the range-rate residuals
To analyze the range-rate residuals in the time domain, they are filtered in three
frequency bands which are
 0.1 - 0.9 mhz (1 - 5 cpr) – panel (c.) of Figs. 5.7 & 5.8
 1 - 5 mhz (6 - 28 cpr) – panel (d.) of Figs. 5.7 & 5.8
 5 - 9 mhz (28 - 56 cpr) – panel (e.) of Figs.5.7 & 5.8
The patch ‘2’ of Fig. 5.2 is divided into two frequency bands because of the interest
in understanding the characteristics of even the smallest errors. Thus, the patch ‘2’
of Fig. 5.2 corresponds to the panels (d.), (e.) in Figs. 5.7 & 5.8.
In Fig. 5.7 (c.), the post-fit residuals in the frequency bandwidth of 0.1 - 0.9 mhz
are shown on a time-series for the year 2007. Similarly, in Fig. 5.8 (c.), the post-fit
residuals for the same frequency band are shown for 2008. The linear accelerations
of the two accelerometers (of grace-a and grace-b) along the three axes are also
plotted in panels (a.) & (b.) in both figures, i.e. Figs. 5.7 & 5.8.

In the time-

series, it is clearly seen that the linear accelerations in the cross-track and the radial
directions are disturbed more than in the along-track direction. As they all couple to
the range-rates, the errors in the range-rate residuals are caused by all three axes of
accelerometers. The disturbances due to the disabling of supplemental heater lines
(dshl) events are large in the cross-track direction. The dshl events are activated
to maintain the inner temperature of the satellite with respect to the temperature
of the outer space. These events are also called low voltage events because they
are used to reduce the power load with lower temperature settings in the heaters
(Beerer and Massmann, 2007). Such events are activated for the duration of one
to two days. They lead to large errors in the range-rate residuals. These errors
last for even a longer duration compared to the duration when the dshl events
occur in the accelerometers. The amplitude of the range-rate residuals due to such
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Figure 5.7: The linear accelerations of grace-a & b are shown in panel (a) and
(b). The range-rate residuals decomposed into various frequency bands are shown in
panel (c, d, e). Panel (f) shows the antenna offset corrections ( aoc) for the year
2007.
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Figure 5.8: The linear accelerations of grace-a & b are shown in panel (a) and
(b). The range-rate residuals decomposed into various frequency bands are shown in
panel (c, d, e). Panel (f) shows the antenna offset corrections ( aoc) for the year
2008.
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systematic effects reaches up to ±2.5 µm/s every time when such disturbances occur
in the accelerometer data.

Another large error contributor in the residuals is the center of mass (com) calibration maneuvers. The com calibrations are required to minimize the offset between
the accelerometer’s proof mass and the com of the spacecraft which is a consequence
of the spacecraft’s geometry. Large offsets can lead to significantly large errors in
the accelerometer observations. Studies of Wang (2003) have shown that the effects
of large offsets can be significant in the gravity field solutions if they are not treated
properly. That is why, in the real mission, first the offset is determined then the
center of mass trim assembly is used to minimize that offset. Such calibration maneuvers can lead to big jumps in the accelerometer data due to the high-sensitive
nature of the instrument. Due to their improper or no treatment in the gravity field
determination process, jumps related to these events are present in the range-rate
residuals. The presence of such jumps in the residuals shows that the range-rate
observations are affected by such maneuvers and may leave an impact on the gravity
field solutions.
The presence of these errors in the range-rate residuals indicate the need to improve
the existing data pre-processing strategies to prevent the propagation of systematic
errors related to temperature effects, heating control mechanisms and calibration
maneuvers into the gravity field solutions. If such errors are handled properly in
gravity field processing, either they would not appear at all or the amplitude of
the residuals due to such errors would be within the precision limits of the rangerate observations. In addition to calibration maneuvers, ipu (instrument processing
unit) restart commands lead to sudden glitches in the accelerometer observations.
Sometimes the ipu restarts due to unknown reasons. The effects caused by such
glitches are also reflected in the post-fit residuals. The amplitude of the residuals
due to these errors is mainly within the range of ±1 µm/s, but sometimes it reaches up

to ±2 µm/s. The desired noise level in range-rate residuals is ±1 µm/s. The maneuvers

performed to save cell and battery life on the spacecraft such as yaw turns of the
satellite also lead to spikes in the residuals which can be again up to ±2 µm/s in
amplitude.

Note that in the itsg-2014 data pre-processing scheme, attempts were made to
filter such effects by applying a threshold based outlier detection method on the
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accelerometer time-series. As discussed in the previous section, the bias parameters
and scale factors keep changing with time. Hence, the threshold based outlier detection can not be an effective strategy. That is why still existing errors in range-rate
observations are reflected in their residuals.
The main findings are:
Firstly, the range-rate residuals contain the errors from all three axes altogether.
The linear accelerations are used in the orbit integration step where they are used
to compute the reference orbit. Then reference range-rate observations are computed from the reference orbit. The presence of systematic effects of three axes is
obviously expected in the range-rate observations and in the parameters estimated
from those observations. As shown in Figs. 5.7 & 5.8 (panels (a.) & (b.)), most of
the accelerometer disturbances affect the cross-track and radial direction. Accelerations in the along-track direction are comparably smoother than the other two, but
range-rate observations are affected by the disturbances in all three axes.
Secondly, the errors in the range-rate residuals, due to the above mentioned
systematic effects in the accelerometer data, are present at all frequencies (cf. panels
(c.), (d.) & (e.) of Figs. 5.7 & 5.8). Here, systematic effects are caused by
temperature fluctuations, satellite orbit control maneuvers, other small maneuvers.
In other words, their power is distributed over the entire measurement bandwidth.
Their amplitudes are large at low frequencies (0.1 - 0.9 mhz or 1 - 5 cpr) and small
at high frequencies (1 - 5 mhz & 5 - 9 mhz). These errors are deterministic in nature
which means, their epochs can be determined and they can be eliminated during
data pre-processing.
Thirdly, the above discussed periodic systematic effects do not only affect the
accelerometer observations but also the attitude observations. Thus, the source of
the systematic errors seen in the range-rate residuals is not limited to the accelerometers. For example, most of the orbit control and the mass calibration maneuvers
also affect the ranging observations which can be seen in the range-rate antenna
offset phase center (aoc) variations shown in panel (f.) of Figs. 5.7 & 5.8. As also
discussed in Chapter 3, range-rate residuals in the frequency band 3 - 9 mhz are
affected by the attitude errors propagating through the aoc observations. Thus, it
is obvious that the aoc are another source of systematic errors at these frequencies.
This makes it complicated to separate the errors solely due to the accelerometer
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behavior in the range-rate residuals and investigate their impact.
Another problem is that the errors in the geophysical background models are
also present in the same frequency bandwidth as the accelerometer errors. In order
to show the overlap of errors from the background models, the errors in one of the
models are analyzed in the following.
The biggest error contributors of all background models are ocean tides and the
atmosphere and ocean dealising (aod) model (Ditmar et al., 2012). In the itsg2014 gravity field processing scheme, the eot11a model has been used to reduce the
ocean tides (Savcenko and Bosch, 2012). The aod1b rl05 product (Dobslaw et al.,
2013a) is used to reduce the non-tidal high-frequency atmospheric and oceanic mass
variations from the range-rates. Inaccuracies in them also increase the errors in the
range-rate observations and, hence, in the gravity field solutions.
To identify the errors related to the aod model in the residuals, two releases of
aod1b products are taken, i.e. aod1b rl04 and aod1b rl05. A monthly gravity field
solution without considering the aod1b in the itsg-2014 gravity field processing
chain has also been computed and its residuals (denoted as (c) in top panel of
Fig. 5.9) are compared along with the other two sets of residuals (denoted as (a)
and (b) in the top panel of Fig. 5.9). The three sets of residuals are computed
after parameter estimation where only the aod1b product has been changed every
time in the itsg-2014 processing chain. The frequency band 0.4 - 6 mhz is largely
affected every time due to the difference in the aod1b product as shown in the
top panel of Fig. 5.9. The differences between the sets of residuals also indicate
the same. That is, in low frequencies, the differences between the residual sets are
small as compared to the differences in the frequency band 0.4 - 6 mhz. Differences
between set (a)-(c) and (b)-(c) are roughly two orders of magnitude above than the
accelerometer noise model along x−, z− axes in this frequency band. The differences
between (a)-(b), though small are still several factors above the desired noise level. It
clearly indicates that errors in the geophysical background models are also dominant
in these frequencies and overlap with the accelerometer sensor errors. The region
where background model errors are large, can be clearly seen when the residuals are
represented along the orbit (ascending arc only) as shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 5.9. It shows the distribution of the ocean tides (Savcenko and Bosch, 2012)
and aod1b product errors (Dobslaw et al., 2013b) on the globe. The inseparable
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Figure 5.9: Top panel: PSDs of range-rate residuals computed using different aod
products are compared together with the differences between them. Tiny differences
are shown as zoom-in plot in the upper right corner of the PSD plot. Bottom panel:
Residuals (b) in the frequency band 0.4 - 6 mhz are plotted along the ascending arc
for july 2007. ‘1’ – errors in the aod1b rl05 model; ‘2’ – errors in the ocean tide
model.
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errors due to both background models are present in these frequencies. A detailed
analysis of the geophysical background model errors in the range-rate residuals is
beyond the scope of this thesis.
The coupling of such errors in the interested frequency band for accelerometer data
analysis makes it even more complicated to separate the errors specifically due to
one single source and quantify them.
In the time-series representation, very large systematic errors in the range-rate
residuals can be analyzed well, but small systematic errors are hard to detect. For
example, residuals along the orbit (bottom panel of Fig. 5.9) reflect the error characteristics which vary geographically. Thus, the orbit information is also an important
factor to be used for a detailed analysis. Therefore, the residuals are further investigated in the argument of latitude and time representation in the following section.

Analyzing the error variations w.r.t orbit and time
Analyzing the range-rate residuals in the argument of latitude (aol) versus time
domain is helpful for identifying smaller systematic errors and finding their possible
sources. Here, the residuals are analyzed in two frequency bands individually shown
as patch ‘1’ & ‘2’ in Fig. 5.2.

Patch 1 (0.1-0.9 mHz or 1-5 CPR)
In this frequency band, most of the large systematic errors are present. The
errors due to the temperature changes, dshl events, com calibration events, thruster
firings are highly visible as vertical stripes in Fig. 5.10. The color scale is adjusted to
highlight other small errors which were hard to identify in the time-series analysis.
In Fig. 5.10, such errors are marked as ‘1’.
The box highlighted in the region near the poles is marked as ‘2’. It shows high
amplitudes of residuals changing periodically. These are the errors from the geophysical background models which are also shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.9.
The vertical stripes marked with number ‘3’ appear when the currents in the magnetic torquer rods change after the 161 d period depending on the accuracy of the
active star camera head for the attitude determination. It has been discussed in
Section 5.2 that the attitude control actuators affect the linear accelerations (cf.
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Fig. 5.6). Earlier, Peterseim et al. (2012) have also studied the magnetic torquer
induced signals in the accelerometers of the grace satellites. Such effects in the
post-fit residuals can be attributed to signals present in the accelerometer data which
are induced by magnetic torquer rod currents. At the same time, the pitch and yaw
angles show variations depending upon the active star camera head. Thus, these
vertical stripes come from the attitude variations and the accelerometers. Similarly,
the vertical stripes of high residual values marked as ‘4’ are due to signals induced
by the strong magnetic torquer rod currents during the times when strong attitude
control was required. The effects in the residuals due to high currents are very random in nature. For example, for some days the amplitude of the residuals are high
only for the duration when the high currents were flowing. But for other days, the
duration is a little longer (stays for one whole orbit) than the duration in which the
currents were activated. The source of such effects are again the accelerometers and
the attitude observations together as they both are affected by the high currents in
the magnetic torquer rods.
In Section 5.2, the dependencies of across-track linear accelerations on the temperature differences between the starboard and the port panel have been discussed. Such
differences in temperature cause a periodic bias in the accelerations. This occurs
every 161 days due to its dependence on the beta prime angle. It corresponds to
the band of large residuals that are observed every 161 days. For example, the solid
box shown in blue color and marked with number ‘5’ in Fig. 5.10 indicates the large
amplitude of the residuals for a number of days during the entire orbit. There are
also other bands near day ∼160 and ∼320 present in the range-rate residuals where

the amplitudes of the residuals are large and seem to depend on the same factors.

Although bias parameters are estimated every three hours, the errors in the rangerate residuals are still large during such strong transitions in radiation pressure.
Another important point is that such periodic patches of high amplitudes of the
residuals occur only when the differences in temperatures shown in panel (b.) of
Fig. 5.3 change from negative to positive scale.

Patch 2 (1-9 mHz or 6-56 CPR)
This part of the error spectrum is one of the most entangled ones of the grace.
The grace community is especially interested in disentangling this frequency band
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(b.) Patch 2 (6 - 56 CPR)

(a.) Patch 1 (1 - 5 CPR)

5.3 Range-rate residual analysis with focus on accelerometer errors

Figure 5.10: Plots (a.) & (b.) represent the residuals of two years in the two
frequency bands shown as patch ‘1’ & ‘2’ in Fig. 5.2. The different errors in the
residuals are marked with different colors. The arrows marked with the same color
represent similar error causes.
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because a major part of the gravity field signal lies in this range, i.e. in the spherical
harmonic degrees ≈ 5 to 60. The errors in this frequency range are very important

to be known, because there, the accuracy of the gravity field solutions is still an
order of magnitude smaller than the grace baseline. Therefore, this frequency

band has always been the topic of discussion. The main question is the source of
errors contributing to this part of the spectrum. Earlier, the group of researchers
at tu delft (Ditmar et al., 2012) attempted to provide a grace error budget and
modeling of the noise in different frequencies. For the frequency band 1 - 9 mhz,
a noise model was developed based on the spectral characteristics, but responsible
error sources were not identified. The efforts continued and an analysis of the star
camera errors was presented by Inácio et al. (2015). They showed that the pointing
errors are one of the many error sources in the frequency band of 1 - 9 mhz.
It has been shown in Chapter 3, that pointing errors highly dominate in the frequencies between about 5 and 10 mhz which is a part of the frequency range 1 - 10 mhz.
In the time-series analysis, it is shown that the range-rate residuals in this frequency
band contain errors from the attitude data and the accelerometers. When the residuals are considered on the argument of latitude and time, more systematic errors
are revealed. In Fig. 5.10 (b.), residuals in the frequency band patch ‘2’ are shown.
The residuals in these frequencies contain attitude errors visible as horizontal bands
which are due to the varying relative attitude of the two satellites. They are related
to the pitch and yaw angle variations of the spacecraft. Pitch angle variations are
shown in panel (2) of Fig. 3.4. The pitch and yaw dependent horizontal bands are
present in the entire two-year long time-series. The amplitudes of the residuals in
these horizontal bands are high at certain places, see, for example the dark blue
arrows numbered ‘7’ in Fig. 5.10 (b.), around day 200 (near de) and day 700 (near
sp). They are caused by the activation of strong magnetic torquer rod currents to
control the attitude. Thrusters are also fired at the same time.
There is a distinguished patch marked with number ‘8’. The errors in this patch are
contributed partly by the effects of magnetic torquer rod currents in the accelerometers and partly by the sudden bias jump occurred on this day in the along-track
axis of grace-b (cf. Fig. 5.4, day 182).
When the satellite transits from the sun into the shadow, a small bias is induced in
the linear accelerations. The errors related to the bias change appear partially as the
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signature of shadow in the residuals (mark ‘6’ in Fig. 5.10). In Section 5.2, we found
that the linear accelerations increase due to the increased temperature differences
between front and rear panels. The accelerations decrease when the temperature
differences are small. Shadow signatures are obtained in the residuals when there is
an increase in the magnitude of the accelerations. On the other hand, no signatures
related to shadow are seen when the magnitude of the linear accelerations decrease.
One possible explanation is that the shadow effects are partially absorbed by the accelerometer scale and bias parameters which are estimated during the least-squares
parameter estimation. Another possibility is that they are absorbed by the global
spherical harmonic coefficients and thus reduce the precision of the gravity field
solutions. Those investigations are out of scope of this work.

5.4

Summary

In this chapter, the grace accelerometers and the characteristics of the linear
accelerations are discussed. The acc1b dataset is used to describe the characteristics
of accelerometer data. The acc1b data is different from the acc1a data in a way
that acc1a is low-pass filtered (cut-off frequency 35 mhz) using the crn digital
filter and is time-tagged to match the gps receiver time (Wu et al., 2006).
The main problems in the accelerometer data are scale factor and bias parameters.
The precise calibration of these scale and bias parameters is still a problem today.
The unknown scales and biases are already present in the raw accelerometer observations. In addition, they experience sudden changes due to temperature and voltage
changes in the spacecraft (cf. Fig. 5.6). The linear accelerations experience disturbances continuously from the attitude control actuators. Effects of high magnetic
torquer rod currents can be seen in the linear accelerations in cross-track and radial
direction (cf. Fig. 5.4). The satellite orbit control maneuvers such as calibration of
the com or yaw axis turns also lead to sudden jumps in the linear accelerations.
In section 5.3, the analysis of the residuals is presented with focus on the errors
contributed by the accelerometers. The analysis of the post-fit residuals revealed
that they contain strong signatures of the temperature and orbit control maneuvers
dependent errors which affect the accelerometer observations. The signatures of the
errors related to sudden bias changes in the linear accelerations have also been iden117
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tified in the range-rate residuals. This clearly indicates the need to further improve
the accelerometer calibration strategy for gravity field processing. The presence of
such errors in the range-rate residuals at low frequencies (0.1 - 0.9 mhz) is also an indication that these errors affect the quality of the global gravity field solutions. The
impact on the gravity field can be small because accelerations are partly absorbed
by scale and bias parameters determined during parameter estimation.
First, the results of analysis of residuals are presented in the time domain, and
second, with respect to the argument of latitude and time. The range-rate residuals
are analyzed by filtering them in different frequency bands. The frequency bands
are selected on the basis of differences in the noise power of the range-rate residuals.
The time-series analysis of the range-rate residuals is carried out in three frequency
bands, 0.1 - 0.9 mhz, 1 - 5 mhz and 5 - 9 mhz.
Systematic errors due to temperature variations and satellite maneuvers affect
the entire frequency spectrum which can be seen in the filtered residuals in different
frequency bandwidths (cf. Figs. 5.7 & 5.8). The residuals are decomposed into
two frequency bands (cf. Patch ‘1’ & ‘2’ of Fig. 5.2). The large errors due to the
magnetic torque actuation are found in the range-rate residuals. The cross-track and
radial linear accelerations are mainly responsible for such errors. The errors from the
geophysical background models such as aod1b and ocean tide eot11a model were
also considered. They overlap in the same frequency band where the accelerometer
errors are present. Strong signatures of the changes in linear accelerations in shadow
areas are present in the frequency band 1 - 9 mhz. The attitude errors are another
big error source in this frequency band.
Systematic errors present in the accelerometer observations can be reduced in
the range-rate observations by adopting an extensive approach of accelerometer data
preprocessing. Similarly, periodic bias changes can be reduced by improving the accelerometer calibration strategy. An adoption of improved data preprocessing and a
precise calibration approach can be helpful in improving the gravity field accuracy,
thus reducing the amplitudes of the residuals. As a result of the continuous ongoing efforts, Klinger and Mayer-Gürr (2016) described and modeled the systematics
present in the accelerometer data. Significant improvements have been achieved in
the gravity field solutions after careful handling of the accelerometer data. The improved gravity field solutions are released as itsg-2016 models. They also showed
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the significant improvement in the degree 2 coefficients. However, still better strategies are needed to be developed in the near future.
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Conclusions

This study provides a comprehensive analysis of the range-rate residuals which is
an absolutely necessary step to improve the estimation chain of gravity field parameters. With this analysis, it is shown that the residuals contain a large number of
systematic errors. Their sources are investigated and widely explained in this work.
Due to their deterministic behavior, it is possible to reduce them from the range-rate
observations. The reduction of such effects is important to avoid their propagation
into the gravity field parameters. So far, studies have mainly been published on the
accuracy assessment of recovered gravity field solutions. Analyzing the range-rate
residuals gave new insight about the contribution of various errors. The sources of
such errors have been investigated by analyzing the satellite observations, studying
their propagation to the range-rate observations and understanding the systematics
reflected in the post-fit residuals.
In order to identify individual effects in observations and residuals, we used various
methods such as correlation analysis or pattern matching, analysis of causal factors
of the errors by investigating further related datasets, etc. The satellite observations
and the residuals, both contain many systematic effects together.
The major findings of our analyses are:
 Analysis of range-rate residuals with focus on the attitude errors reveals large
errors in the residuals computed using the star camera only attitude product
as opposed to the fused attitude product. These results are consistent with the
previous studies, e.g., Mayer-Gürr et al. (2014) where it has been shown that
the fused attitude product performs better than the star camera only product.
The differences in the accuracy of the two star camera heads affect the performance of the fused datasets. When the more accurate star camera head
was active, an improved performance of the fused attitude data (star cameras
+ angular accelerations) was not significant, whereas, when the less accurate
star camera head was active for attitude determination, the fused attitude
data was more precise.
From the residual analysis of the noise present in the grace attitude datasets,
it is deduced that the fused attitude dataset obtained by combining the data
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from star cameras, angular accelerations and imus should be used in comparison to the star camera only attitude. These findings are consistent with the
previous analysis studies done by Bandikova (2015) and Inácio et al. (2015).
 The analysis of the range-rate residuals for the attitude errors revealed that

the major amount of the attitude errors propagate through the antenna phase
center offset corrections (aoc) which are added to the range-rate observations.
The errors propagated via aoc are predominantly due to high pitch and yaw
errors. Thus in future, the precision of inter-satellite pointing along the pitch
and yaw axes must be improved in order to minimize the attitude errors in
the grace range-rate observations.

 The most dominating ranging errors in the range-rate residuals are due to

the kbr system noise which is present at the high frequencies of the grace
error spectrum. The kbr system noise comprises of the phase errors of the
four frequencies used to measure the range changes. The phase errors of one
of the four frequencies lead to very high systematic noise in the range-rate
observations which again appears in the residuals. The noise in the phase
observations is caused by temperature variations in the instrument and by
star camera intrusions. The mitigation of these errors is required either at the
instrument level or in the gravity field modeling.

 The analysis of the range-rate residuals for accelerometer errors revealed that
these errors are highly dominated by the errors in the linear accelerations

along the cross-track axis. Additionally, the errors in the accelerations along
the radial axis are noticeable in the residuals.
 We understand that the accelerometer errors can be reduced in the rangerate observations by adopting improved data preprocessing and calibration
strategies. This would minimize the range-rate residuals. Improved modeling
of those effects during gravity field recovery increases the precision of the
estimated gravity field parameters. One of the recent examples is given by
Klinger and Mayer-Gürr (2016). Similar strategies can be adopted for grace
follow-on.
 The grace twin satellites were supposed to be identical in terms of their
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payload performance. But we realized that there are differences in the performance of the two payloads, which is well reflected in the range-rate residuals.
The future potential of this study is:
 There remains a scope of refinement of the analysis strategies, such as the

implementation of better signal separation methods or the use of better filters
applied on the residuals.
In future, including the analysis of orbit residuals and empirical parameters
seems promising. Those measures would help in better realizing the mapping
of various errors in the gravity field parameters.

 Post-fit residual analysis for grace follow-on: The mission uses a similar
measurement principle but with two ranging instruments, i.e. kbr microwave

assembly and laser ranging interferometer. Since the gravity field models
will then be computed from two types of ranging intruments, their residual
analysis will contain the systematics due to each type of observations. Both
data can be used for cross-checks and separating related error sources. The
artefacts or systematic errors can then further be corrected by improving the
data processing strategies or by implementing dedicated maneuvers.
Besides this, the level 1a data of the satellites will be published for the first
time after the commissioning phase (as announced by Dr. Gerhard Kruizinga
in grace science team meeting, ut austin, texas). Since level 1b data are
processed from level 1a observations, it is possible to identify the data characteristics in level 1a and to understand how they propagate to the range-rate
residuals. Thus, availability of the level 1a data will be helpful in enhancing
the current analysis methods.
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Inter-satellite pointing angles and the satellite panels

A.1

Computation of GRACE inter-satellite pointing angles

Pointing variations in a spacecraft are defined as the rotations about its roll,
pitch and yaw axes. The corresponding roll, pitch and yaw angles (see Fig. 3.1) are
also called euler angles or inter-satellite pointing angles in grace. The pointing
angles analyzed in chapter 3 are computed in the grace line of sight reference frame.
Ideally, the line of sight should coincide with the grace antenna phase center but
in reality it is not the case. There is a slight deviation between the line joining the
satellite’s centre of mass (com) and the antenna phase center, and the grace line
of sight. Therefore, there is a rotation involved to transform from the k-frame of
which the x-axis is the line joining the satellite’s centre of mass and the k-band horn
or antenna phase center to the line of sight (los) frame. To compute the pointing
variations about the los, 3-step approach is followed.

The direction cosine matrix which is computed from the rotation matrices obtained from the roll (ψ), pitch (Θ) and yaw (φ) angles is defined as
R = R1 (ψ) R2 (Θ) R3 (φ)




cΘ cφ

cΘ s φ

− sΘ





R = − cψ sφ + sψ sΘ cφ cψ cφ + sψ sΘ sφ sψ cΘ 


s ψ s φ + cψ s Θ cφ

s ψ cφ + cψ s Θ s φ cψ cΘ

A.1

where,
cΘ = cos(Θ) sΘ = sin(Θ)
cφ = cos(φ)

sφ = sin(φ)

A.2

cψ = cos(ψ) sψ = sin(ψ)
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Figure A.1: Representation of los frame and k-frame for grace-a satellite. The
k-frame of reference is the instrument frame of the k-band ranging instrument, the
los frame represents the virtual frame of reference, the x-axis of which should be
pointing along the line of sight ( los).
The roll (ψ), pitch (Θ) and yaw (φ) angles can be obtained from matrix R as




ψ = − arctan 

R23 
R33







Θ = − arcsin R13
φ = − arctan 



A.3

R12 
R11

The rotation matrix R is obtained from the dot product of other two matrices
KF
LOS
R = RECI
· RECI

!T

A.4

KF
LOS
where, RECI
and RECI
are the matrices rotating from earth-centered inertial (eci)

frame to the k-frame of reference and the los frame of reference, respectively. The
dot product of these two matrices gives a matrix rotating from the k-frame to the
LOS
los frame of reference. Therefore, R can also be written as RKF
. For the definition

of the k-frame and los frame of reference see Fig. A.1. The 3-step approach is as
follows (Bandikova et al., 2012):
KF
1. Computation of RECI
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A.1 Computation of GRACE inter-satellite pointing angles
KF
The matrix RECI
is computed from the calibrated antenna phase center (pcj )

which is provided as vkb1b data and quaternions from the sca1b data.

KF
ECI

R

=



ECI
SRF

R








!T



pcj

|pcj | 



A.5


zKFj × xKFj 


xKFj × ySRFj

1

where xKFj , yKFj and zKFj are the axes realizations of the k-band ranging
instrument frame for spacecraft j. pcj is the position of the antenna phase
ECI
center of a spacecraft j. RSRF
(matrix rotating from science reference frame

(srf) to eci frame of reference) is computed from the sca1b quaternions as 

2q02 − 1 + 2q12




ECI
RSRF
=  2q 1 q 2 − 2q 0 q 3


2q 1 q 3 + 2q 0 q 2

2q 1 q 2 + 2q 0 q 3
2q02 − 1 + 2q22
2q 2 q 3 − 2q 0 q 1

2q 1 q 3 − 2q 0 q 2






2q 2 q 3 + 2q 0 q 1 

2q02 − 1 + 2q32

A.6

ECI
.
ySRFj can be taken from row 2 of RSRF
LOS
2. Computation of RECI




xLOSj

LOS
RECI
=
 xLOSj ×


rA
|rA |

xLOSj × yLOSj

where, xLOS =

rA −rB
|rA −rB |

;







A.7

subscript A and B refer to grace-a and grace-b and the subscript los refers
to the grace line of sight. rA refers to the position of grace-a in eci frame
LOS
of reference. The matrix RECI
corresponds to the line of sight along grace-a.

3. Computation of the roll, pitch and yaw angles
LOS
After obtaining the two matrices, the matrix RKF
can be obtained from Eqn.

A.4.

Quaternions is a set of four unitless quantities represented as q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 . Here, q0
denotes the scalar part and q1 , q2 , q3 refer to the angular part.
1
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A.2

Satellite panels

In chapter 5 (cf. Fig. 5.3), the data of coarse earth and sun sensors (cess) are
used to study the temperature variations on the different panels of the satellite. The
different panels of the satellite with their names (Bettadpur, 2012) are introduced
here. This naming convention has been used while discussing the cess data of the
grace satellites.

(a.)

Panel number

Panel Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Front
Port
Nadir
Rear
Starboard
Top
The boom
(b.)

Figure A.2: (a.) View of the different panels of the grace satellites, (b.) Names
of the panels.
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